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Foreword
With as many as one-quarter of all drugs approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) between 
2014 and 2019 being targeted therapies and the majority of cancer drugs in the pipeline also linked to 
biomarker strategies,1 precision medicine continues to move at a fast pace with profound implications for 
researchers, providers, payers, and especially patients. As our appreciation of precision oncology continues to 
grow, we understand that new diagnostic tools and associated treatments must be integrated into cancer care 
if patients are to benefit from what might be characterized as nothing less than a paradigm shift in the way we 
diagnose and treat cancer, including the opportunity to detect it at its earliest stages.

The Precision Oncology Annual Trend Report: Perspectives From Oncologists, Pathologists, and Payers, 
Seventh Edition, continues to explore the trends taking place in precision medicine from the perspectives of 
oncologists, pathologists, and payers. As noted in this and previous reports, and as also documented by the 
Personalized Medicine Coalition, large practice gaps remain between what many patients receive and the 
opportunity to treat their illnesses more effectively by employing the latest diagnostic tools, including next-
generation sequencing (NGS) and “liquid biopsies.” There remains, in brief, a need for better education and 
awareness of understanding the economic value of genomic testing, and improved clinical decision support to 
facilitate more effective cancer care.2,3 

Highlights of interesting trends and survey findings from this edition include the following observations:

• Oncologists and pathologists report increased utilization of NGS panels overall while reimbursement 
concerns become less influential in the instances where the third-party laboratory has taken over those 
responsibilities

• Many large national payers have adopted less stringent management of oncology biomarkers, including NGS 
panels, while others continue to strictly manage coverage and reimbursement of biomarker tests and panels

• In 2021, pathology is facing reimbursement cuts (estimated between 9% and 22%) from the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)4

• Oncologists and pathologists consider reference laboratories, which provide detailed analyses of each  
NGS panel that links test results to treatment options, as emerging best practice

• Biomarker tests are often or frequently requested by patients and caregivers, reflecting increasing 
awareness of the benefits of precision oncology

• NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines In Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) remain the most important resource  
for oncologists and payers when making utilization or coverage decisions for new targeted therapies 

Widespread adoption of NGS biomarker testing for all cancer patients at diagnosis and progression, along 
with an understanding of how these results can translate into clinical care and treatment decision making, 
are needed to take advantage of the advances in science and technology that have led cancer care to the 
precipice of a new era.

Edward Abrahams, PhD 
President 
Personalized Medicine Coalition
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Executive Summary
Once again, this year’s report documents the increased use of NGS/genomic sequencing panel (GSP) 
biomarker testing as it continues to revolutionize precision medicine in oncology and oncology care in general. 
The CMS leadership in coverage and reimbursement of NGS/GSP for both somatic and germline biomarker 
testing has set a standard that commercial payers are largely adopting. However, sufficient reimbursement  
for NGS/GSP remains an issue and will likely increase with the anticipated lowering of reimbursement rates by 
the CMS.

Logistic challenges remain for NGS/GSP, including the time to get results and obtaining sufficient tumor 
biopsy tissue. These issues have driven adoption of “liquid biopsies” in some physician communities despite 
controversy concerning their sensitivity and specificity. Use of both approaches is also occurring at  
diagnosis and disease progression with the tumor biopsy results used as a confirmation of faster “liquid 
biopsies” results.

The increase in biomarker test data and number of approved therapeutics to address these mutations has 
created additional interpretation and cost challenges for all stakeholders. This year’s report notes how the 
oncology health care environment is reacting, including the use of laboratory benefits managers (LBMs) 
to help payers with coverage decisions, the wider use of molecular tumor boards, redirection of testing 
requests by pathologists, and the greater influence of treatment recommendations included in the molecular 
laboratories pathology reports. Patients and caregivers are also frequently requesting biomarker testing, 
which highlights the potential need for educational resources. Furthermore, due to the complexity of NGS 
testing data and the many new targeted therapies, stakeholders are interested in education that supports NGS 
interpretation and support tools linking biomarker test results to therapeutic options.

Notable statistically significant changes (at 95% confidence) versus 2019 include the following: 

• Lack of evidence-based guidelines is oncologists’ top concern this year when ordering biomarker tests, 
followed by their concern over the cost of the biomarker testing, which increased by 77%  

• A statistically significant increase of 129% occurred in the proportion of oncologists (32% in 2020 vs 14% 
last year) who are very aware of patients’ reimbursement and coverage for NGS/GSP tests in 2020 

• Improving survival versus current standard of care continues to be the most important influencer when 
oncologists make utilization decisions for new targeted therapies. A statistically significant increase of 67% 
was noted in the importance of the NCCN Drugs & Biologics Compendium (NCCN Compendium®) listing of 
off-label indications for making utilization and coverage decisions 

• Oncologist utilization of testing for the following mutations has increased in 2020 (% utilization, % increase): 
HER2 in NSCLC (76%, 73%), FGFR in bladder cancer (85%, 33%), NTRK fusion (89%, 39%), and RET in 
NSCLC (80%, 40%)

• The number of payers covering the following tests increased this year: PIK3CA in breast cancer (33%) and 
23andMe® DTC BRCA 1/2 in breast cancer (FDA approved) (79%)

Other increases (at 90% confidence) include the number of payers offering coverage for Cologuard® for 
colorectal cancer detection (17%), gene expression signature panel(s) for other tumors (non-breast cancer) 
(46%), ThermoFisher Oncomine™ Dx Target Test (FDA-approved NGS/GSP) (40%), and NTRK fusion (23%).
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Methodology
Data were collected from 3 stakeholder groups responsible for the utilization and coverage of oncology 
biomarker tests. Fifty oncologists, 30 pathologists, and 60 payers (executives from health insurance 
organizations) participated in an online survey as well as in-depth telephone interviews during July and August 
2020 (Tables 1 and 2). As it pertains to the findings, all mentions of statistical significance occurred at a 95% 
confidence level, unless otherwise stated.

This trend report is representative of the broad spectrum that encompasses respondent stakeholders’ lived 
experience navigating the world of precision medicine. This report explores the complexity of decision making 
from biomarker test utilization, coverage decisions, and reimbursement and provides a more detailed analysis 
in 2020 by tumor and respondent type.

Table 1  |  Provider Demographics

Oncologist Demographics, N=50

2020 Practice Location 
n (%)

2019 Practice Location 
n (%)

2020 Practice Type 
n (%)

2019 Practice Type 
n (%)

Midwest  ..................... 10 (20%)
South ............................ 15 (30%)
West...............................13 (26%)
Northeast ................... 12 (24%)

Midwest  ...........................3 (6%)
South ............................24 (48%)
West...............................13 (26%)
Northeast .................. 10 (20%)

Independent  
community-based 
practice  ............................ 31 (62%)
Hospital-affiliated 
practice ..............................14 (28%)
Academic 
cancer center ................... 5 (10%)

Independent  
community-based 
practice  ...........................30 (60%)
Hospital-affiliated 
practice and/or lab .......11 (22%)
Academic 
cancer center ................... 9 (18%)

Pathologist Demographics, N=30

2020 Practice Location 
n (%)

2019 Practice Location 
n (%)

2020 Practice Type 
n (%)

2019 Practice Type 
n (%)

Midwest .........................8 (27%)
South .............................. 9 (30%)
West  ............................... 6 (20%)
Northeast ..................... 7 (23%)

Midwest .......................... 3 (12%)
South ............................... 7 (28%)
West  ................................8 (32%)
Northeast ..................... 7 (28%)

Hospital-affiliated 
practice and/or lab .... 24 (80%)
Academic 
cancer center .................. 6 (20%)

Hospital-affiliated 
practice and/or lab ....20 (80%)
Academic 
cancer center .................. 5 (20%)

Introduction 
Welcome to The Precision Oncology Annual Trend Report: Perspectives From Oncologists, Pathologists, and Payers, 
Seventh Edition. This report offers insights into the trending topics and discoveries taking place in the evolving  
field of precision oncology.

New to this year’s report are more in-depth analyses of the coverage and utilization of biomarker testing by tumor  
type and identification of any significant differences between coverage of Medicare Advantage and commercial  
plans. It also includes a new focus on the challenges oncologists face making treatment decisions, including those 
based on NGS/GSP test results.

The seventh edition also continues to report on influencers of utilization, coverage policies, payment models, emerging 
trends, and new technologies being integrated (eg, NGS and “liquid biopsies”) into the oncology care landscape.

“Precision medicine has opened up a tremendous horizon for what used to be very difficult to treat diseases 
like malignant melanoma and renal cell carcinoma. While they are still not curative in most patients, the 
durability of remission is greatly enhanced and the patients are living longer, and their quality of life, for the 
most part, is much improved.” 
                            — Oncologist
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Payer Characteristic Segment
2020 Respondent, N=60  

n (%)
2019 Respondent, N=50 

n (%)

Respondent’s Title Medical director

Pharmacy director

29 (48%)

31 (52%)

24 (48%)

26 (52%)

Coverage by Region West

Midwest

Northeast

South

National

12 (20%)

11 (18%)

17 (28%)

7 (12%)

13 (22%)

10 (20%)

6 (12%)

13 (26%)

5 (10%)

16 (32%)

Plan Size  
(number of lives 
managed)

Small plans: 100,000–400,000

Medium plans: 400,001–999,999

Large plans: ≥1,000,000

7 (12%)

10 (17%)

43 (71%)

8 (16%)

8 (16%)

34 (68%)

Payer Business Model Commercial payer (including managed 
Medicare)

Pharmacy benefit manager

IDN (payer/provider model)

Government payer (Medicare Advantage)

56 (93%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (7%)

45 (90%)

5 (10%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Percent Members’ 
Lives

Commercial

Medicare (including Medicare Advantage)

Medicaid

32 (54%)

16 (26%)

12 (20%)

30 (60%)

8 (16%)

12 (24%)

Number of Patient 
Lives Covered 229,033,000 178,522,579

Medical and 
Pharmacy Benefits 
Distribution

Medical and pharmacy benefits 

Pharmacy benefit

Medical benefit

46 (76%)

5 (9%)

9 (15%)

41 (82%)

4 (8%)

5 (10%)

Total 60 (100%) 50 (100%)

Table 2  |  Payer Demographics

IDN, integrated delivery network.
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Recommended in patient-relevant
clinical pathway/guidelines

(health system, NCCN)

Figure 1  |   Factors Influencing Utilization of Oncology Biomarker Tests

Predictive power to identify
 treatment responders

and nonresponders

Companion diagnostic is mandated
in the therapeutic’s FDA labeling

Reimbursement coverage
by the patient’s payer

Quality metric requirement
(ie, QOPI measure)

Payer-provided coverage
guidelines and/or directives

Cost e�ectiveness 
of the diagnostic test

Cost of diagnostic test

60% (–17%)
46% (–30%)

38% (–5%)
40% (–9%)

57% (+2%)

46% (–4%)

60% (0%)

36% (–28%)

38% (+12%)

34% (+55%)

83% (+30%)

30% (–21%)

17% (–61%)

30% (0%)

37% (+3%)

30% (+7%)

27% (–33%)

Molecular tumor board
recommendation

Laboratory benefits
manager restrictions

The hospital discharge 
14-day billing rule

24%

3%

20%

17%

34% (+13%) 

33%(–18%)  

70% (+17%)

Oncologists Pathologists

  Percent Importance (Top 2 Box Score)

Oncologist/Pathologist 
recommendation

N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q4. When making the decision to utilize an oncology biomarker test, please rate the following factors which influence your decision making on a scale from 1-7.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q4. When making the decision to utilize an oncology biomarker test, please rate the following factors which influence your decision making 
on a scale from 1-7.

Trends Influencing Utilization and Coverage of Biomarker Testing
Hospitals and community cancer clinics have diverse and unique influencers at play with respect to making 
utilization decisions for oncology biomarker tests (Figure 1). For oncologists, the top influencers are the same 
as last year with respect to pathway/guideline recommendations (especially National Comprehensive Cancer 
Network® [NCCN®]), companion diagnostics approved by the FDA, and lastly, the availability of reimbursement. 
Interestingly, asked for the first time this year, oncologists are more influenced by LBM restrictions as compared 
to pathologists (24% vs 3%, respectively). 

“Biomarkers direct our treatment decisions. I also need to document a marker’s positivity or negativity  
to achieve reimbursement and approval by the insurance carrier in order to use a particular drug.” 
                                 — Oncologist
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NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q6. When making the decision to order an oncology biomarker test, please rate the concerns you may have on a scale from 1-7.

“Decision making has become more complicated over the last several years. We ask—is the test standard of 
care, does it have FDA approval, how easy is it to perform, order, pay for, interpret the test, and how easy is it 
to integrate the results into our EMR [electronic medical record] system. There is no one single factor.” 
                             — Pathologist

Figure 2 displays the top concerns oncologists and pathologists have when ordering an oncology biomarker test. 
The top oncologist concerns are the lack of evidence-based guidelines, the cost of the test, and delay in care 
waiting for the test results. Forty-six percent of oncologists rated the cost of the test as a top concern (top 2 box 
score), a statistically significant increase of 77% as compared to last year. There is also a statistically significant 
difference in concern about cost between oncologists and pathologists, with only 20% of pathologists rating it as a 
top concern (a 58% decrease compared to 2019). Like the oncologists, pathologists are similarly highly concerned 
by the lack of evidence-based guidelines and are still very concerned by the lack of clinical utility data (both at 70%).  

In-depth interviews reveal that securing reimbursement for biomarkers varies greatly depending on the site 
of care and the specific arrangements made regarding who is accountable for securing reimbursement. For 
some oncologists and pathologists, contracts exist with a preferred third-party laboratory who takes on all 
reimbursement-related responsibilities and their test orders are not, in this type of arrangement, denied or 
redirected (provided sufficient tissue has been acquired). 

NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q6. When making the decision to order an oncology biomarker test, please rate the concerns you may have on a scale from 1-7.

Complexity of testing
process

Cost of test

 Lack of evidence-based guidelines 

Percent Importance (Top 2 Box Score)

Lack of clinical utility data

Obtaining insurance authorization

Delay in care waiting for test results

Obtaining reimbursement/
payer coverage

Lack of familiarity

Patient or caregiver concerns

Impact on o�ce/hospital economics

70% (–3%)
50% (+19%)

20% (–58%)
46% (+77%)

40% (–17%)
44% (0%)

70% (–13%)
42% (–13%)

33% (–25%)
38% (–10%)

30% (–46%)
36% (+20%)

33% (–41%)
30% (+7%)

10% (–69%)
28% (+75%)

NA
26% 

23%
22% 

N=50 oncologists,  30 pathologists.

Oncologists Pathologists

Figure 2   |   Concerns When Ordering an Oncology Biomarker Test

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%
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“We base many of our utilization decisions on the NCCN Guidelines®, and then, it really depends on the 
patient’s reimbursement and what special contracts we have with the reference lab. We are not going 
to do a test if we are not going to get paid for it.” 
                                 — Pathologist

“They never call me about reimbursement; that’s completely between the third-party laboratory that I 
have a contract with and the insurance company. If they can’t do a test, the only reason is that there’s 
insufficient tissue.” 
                               — Oncologist

“I’ve never been told you can’t order it or we’re not going to get reimbursed for it. Because I know the big 
laboratory companies we have contracts with do everything they can to facilitate any payment issues.” 
                                   — Pathologist

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q16. Which oncology quality or alternative payment models (APMs) are you currently participating in or plan to participate in within the next 12 months? 

“My organization participates in the Oncology Care Model. In addition, we have about 30% of the network 
in multiple pilots of basically prospective payment.” 
                              — Payer

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Oncology Nursing Society 
(ONS) Quality Registry (N=35)

Commercial APM (N=31)

Oncology Care First 
(OCF) (N=31)

Quality Oncology Practice
 Initiative (QOPI) (N=31)

Merit-based Incentive Payment 
System (MIPS) (N=36)

Accountable care organization 
(ACO) (N=20)

Oncology Care Model 
(OCM) (N=41)

Patient-centered medical 
home (PCMH) (N=38)

0% (–100%)75% (+168%) 25% (+9%)

41% (+141%)39% (–32%) 20% (–23%)

52% (+33%)32% (–18%) 16% (–30%)

44% (+7%)28% (+22%) 28% (–22%)

65% (+5%)16% (–24%) 19% (+19%)

66% (–3%)11% (0%) 23% (+5%)

68%10% 22%

59% (–15%)6%
(–40%) 35% (+52%)

N=20 to 41 oncologists (N sizes vary by model).

Figure 3   |   Oncologist Participation in Oncology Quality or Alternative Payment Models

Currently participate in Intend to participate in next 12 months Do not intend to participate

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q16. Which oncology quality or alternative payment models (APMs) are you currently participating in or plan to participate in within the next 12 months? 

Figure 3 shows the oncologist participation in oncology quality or alternate payment models. Although these 
are based on small sample sizes, participation (75% of oncologists) is overwhelmingly the highest in an 
accountable care organization.
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NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019. 

Q7.  Of the following list of individuals in your organization, please rate their influence in the development of <coverage/utilization> decisions  or 
guidelines for oncology biomarkers on a scale from 1-7.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019. 

Q7. Of the following list of individuals in your organization, please rate their influence in the development of <coverage/utilization> decisions or guidelines for 
oncology biomarkers on a scale from 1-7.

Providers/Prescribers

Percent Importance (Top 2 Box Score)

36% (0%)

70% (–3%)

30% (+36%)

36% (0%)

63% (+5%)

32% (+10%)

34% (+13%)

63% (+13%)

NA

32% (+45%)

20% (+25%)

78% (+24%)

26% (–24%)

30% (+25%)

72% (–16%)

24% (+50%)

17% (–15%)

23% (+44%)

18% (+80%)

7% (+75%)

52% (+6%)

N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Oncologists Pathologists Payers

Pathology head

Medical head

Molecular tumor board

Pharmacy and 
therapeutics committee

Financial committee 
and/or CFO

Pharmacy head

Figure 4  |  Positions Considered Influential in Making Utilization and/or Coverage Decisions for
                          Oncology Biomarker Tests

In Figure 4, stakeholders define the roles that are most influential regarding utilization and coverage decisions. 
The differences in the results between oncologists, pathologists, and payers reflect the different organizations 
these stakeholders represent: hospitals (100% of pathologists and 38% of oncologists), independent group 
practices (62% of oncologists), and insurance companies (100% of payers).

Oncologists and pathologists are collaborating on decision making regarding biomarker testing, partly due to  
the increasing importance of molecular tumor boards. Beyond input into appropriate testing, the pathologists  
are often involved in establishing reflex testing protocols (standing orders), establishing third-party laboratories  
of choice, and managing biomarker test budgets and/or reimbursement, which is discussed in more detail on 
page 16. For payers making coverage decisions for oncology biomarker tests, the most important positions are 
Pharmacy and Therapeutics committee members (78%) and medical and pharmacy department heads (72%  
and 52%, respectively).
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“Oncologists are the single most important person with respect to utilization decisions—especially our 
hospital’s adoption of newer assays. Generally, pathologists have some input with the standard biomarkers 
that we do in-house. For the most part, the oncologists discuss all cases at tumor board meetings, and 
everything is decided at that time.” 
                                           — Pathologist

“Our molecular tumor board meetings look for options for patients with advanced disease who are out of 
options. It is helpful to know what phase 3 trials are ongoing at academic cancer centers where something 
is not necessarily readily approved by the FDA.” 
                                        — Oncologist

NGS/GSP panels and other oncology biomarker tests ordered by the oncologists can be changed by the 
hospital pathologists under a variety of scenarios (Figure 5). The rationale for order changes are varied and 
include insufficient tissue to run NGS/GSP testing, use of contracted laboratories and/or laboratories who 
offer preferred panels, and hospital cost containment (eg, reimbursement/payment for the biomarker test is 
not guaranteed, whether during inpatient stays or during and after the 14-day discharge window).

*Frequency of change is from 1 to 100% of the time.

Q22B. Is an order for an NGS panel or an oncology biomarker changed by the pathologists (revised or redirected)?

Figure 5   |   Frequency in Which an Oncology Biomarker Test and/or NGS/GSP Panel Is Changed* by the 
  Pathologist (Revised or Redirected) 

NGS/GSP Panel

Oncology Biomarker Test (Excluding NGS/GSPs)

Beyond the 14-day post 
discharge window

N=50 oncologists.

*Frequency of change is from 1 to 100% of the time.

Q22B. Is an order for an NGS panel or an oncology biomarker changed by the pathologists (revised or redirected)?

While inpatient

Within the 14-day hospital 
discharge window

Beyond the 14-day post 
discharge window

While inpatient

Within the 14-day hospital 
discharge window

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Often (51% to 100%) Sometimes (1 to 50% of patients) Never (0% of patients)

40%28% 32%

44%34% 22%

36%48% 16%

34%26% 40%

40%34% 26%

42%38% 20%

The CMS 14-day rule (date of service policy) allows laboratories to bill a hospital for certain 
laboratory and pathology services provided to Medicare patients when services are ordered 
less than 14 days after discharge. The date of service is the date the test is performed, as 
opposed to the date of when the specimen was collected.5
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Q31B. Do you consider the offset of any savings when considering the cost of a biomarker test?

N=23 oncologists, 18 pathologists, 44 payers.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q32. When evaluating the <coverage and/or cost effectiveness> of an oncology biomarker, please select the response which best reflects your 
organization’s approach.

“At the individual hospital level, there is a recognition of the cost of these tests and the associated benefits. 
Unfortunately, the benefits are not well understood by the administrators in our health network.” 
                                    — Pathologist

Stakeholder organizations doing a cost-benefit assessment of oncology biomarker tests are depicted in Figure 6. 
Oncologists, pathologists, and payers all do cost-benefit assessments of oncology biomarker tests to varying  
degrees (46%, 60%, and 73%, respectively). Oncologists and pathologists report in the in-depth interviews a 
disconnect between their desire to improve outcomes versus administrators’ needs to manage costs.

Yes No

N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Figure 6   |   Stakeholders Doing a Cost-Benefit Assessment of Oncology Biomarker Tests

Payers

Pathologists

Oncologists

60%

54%

73%

46%

40%

27%

Q31B. Do you consider the o�set of any savings when considering the cost of a biomarker test?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

When evaluating oncology biomarker test coverage and cost effectiveness (Table 3), each stakeholder group 
most frequently considers the cost of the biomarker testing offset by savings from narrower utilization and the 
improved outcomes of targeted therapies (52% of oncologists, 62% of pathologists, and 55% of payers).

Oncologists Pathologists Payers

(A) Consider only the cost of the biomarker test 8% (–69%) 0% (–100%) 2% (–90%)

(B) Response (A) offset by the savings from narrower 
utilization of the associated targeted therapy

31% (+94%) 28% (+75%) 23% (+5%)

(C) Response (A) offset by the savings due to better 
outcomes achieved in biomarker +ve patients 
receiving the targeted therapy

9% (–55%) 6% (–50%) 20% (+43%)

(D) B and C 52% (+37%) 66% (+38%) 55% (+28%)

Table 3  |  Organizational Approach When Evaluating Oncology Biomarker Test Coverage  
   and Cost Effectiveness

“When a test is ordered by an oncologist, one question we ask is if the test needs to be done at that moment 
if the patient is inpatient. Ideally, we try to avoid doing NGS tests on an inpatient basis so we don’t get stuck 
with a $3000 plus bill. The other issue is that from a QC [quality control] perspective, we want to determine if 
we have enough tissue for an NGS before sending it to a lab to avoid getting results that are invalid.” 
                                            — Pathologist
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AACR, American Association for Cancer Research; ASCO, American Society of Clinical Oncology; AUA, American Urological Association;  
ICER, Institute for Clinical and Economic Review. 

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q8. When using third parties to guide your <coverage/utilization> decisions for oncology predictive biomarkers, please rate the following statements 
 on a scale from 1-7.

Figure 7 shows the importance that stakeholders attribute to third-party information to inform biomarker test 
utilization or coverage decision making. Consistent with prior years, all decision makers deem the NCCN 
biomarker compendium category evidence level 2A and 1 as the most important resource (73% of payers, 58% 
of oncologists, and 50% of pathologists). Pathologists also ascribe equal importance (50%) to other guidance 
documents issued by professional and regulatory organizations (eg, the College of American Pathologists [CAP]).

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Figure 7   |   Use of Third-Party Information to Inform Biomarker Test Utilization and/or 
  Coverage Decisions

  Percent Importance (Top 2 Box Score)

N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Oncologists Pathologists Payers

Monitor and incorporate guidance 
issued by professional and 

regulatory organizations 
(ie, ASCO, AUA, AACR, FDA, CAP)

Utilize NCCN evidence blocks

Utilize ICER evaluations

Utilize the NCCN biomarker 
compendium category
evidence level 2A and 1 

Utilize ASCO’s value framework

Utilize the laboratory benefits 
manager policy

Utilize information from patient 
advocacy organizations

AACR, American Association for Cancer Research; ASCO, American Society of Clinical Oncology; AUA, American Urological Association. 

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q8. When using third parties to guide your <coverage/utilization> decisions for oncology predictive biomarkers, please rate the following statements 
on a scale from 1-7.

58% (+16%)  
50% (–26%) 

73% (+9%)

40% (+54%)  
47% (–27%) 

30% (–9%)

32% (0%)  
33% (+3%) 

27% (–4%)

20%  
13%

20%

18%
7%

8%

14% (–61%)  
50% (–22%) 

35% (–26%)

14% (0%)  
13% (+8%) 

30% (+25%)

“The most valuable sources of information are peer-reviewed literature, the NCCN guidelines, and the sales 
representatives who come from the molecular labs and keep us abreast of what newer mutations are being 
added to the profile and what diseases and associated therapies they’re linked with.” 
                                             — Oncologist
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“It is still a little bit like the Wild West where I work. There has been a movement within the health care system 
to standardize this, but unfortunately, we haven’t made any progress. The biggest hurdle is that not everyone 
[staff versus self-employed oncologists] can agree on guidelines other than for breast cancer.” 
                           — Pathologist 

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q15. Please indicate whether your organization currently includes or plans to include oncology biomarkers as part of your oncology clinical pathways 
or guidelines.

“I use the NCCN Guidelines, which are tied into the CAP guidelines at the structured data reporting level, 
which we are required to do for most cancers.” 
                                       — Pathologist

In Figure 8, stakeholders report on the degree that their organizations include oncology biomarker tests in 
clinical pathways and/or guidelines. Sixty-four percent of pathologists and 51% of payers report a statistically 
significant higher level of test inclusion versus 32% of oncologists, 62% of whom were from independent 
group practices and who perhaps reflect a lag in adoption of this practice. Also statistically significant, payers 
report intentions to increase their inclusion of biomarkers in pathways and/or guidelines over the next 12 
months (31% in 2020 vs 3% in 2019, an increase of 56%).

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Intend to include in the next 12 months

32% (–14%)

64% (–17%)

51% (+6%)

34% (+3%)

28% (+56%)

31% (+209%)

Currently includes

N=44 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 55 payers. 

Oncologists Pathologists

Figure 8   |   Inclusion of Oncology Biomarker Tests in Clinical Pathways or Guidelines

Payers

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q15. Please indicate whether your organization currently includes or plans to include oncology biomarkers as part of your oncology clinical pathways or guidelines.

Significantly more Medicare Advantage plan payers intend 
to include oncology biomarkers in their clinical pathways 
or guidelines compared to commercial plans (40% vs 17%).
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Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q3. When making the decision to <cover/utilize> oncology predictive biomarkers, please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements 
 on a scale from 1-7.

“We don’t have written guidelines for our practice; however, we always follow to-the-letter guidelines from 
ASCO and the NCCN.” 
                          — Oncologist

“My group practice is completely peripheral to securing reimbursement. We place the request for the pathology 
department at our local hospital and they send it to the reference laboratory who works it out with the patient’s 
insurance carrier, so we have nothing to do with it.” 
                                               — Oncologist

“Six years ago, there was no standardization, and every pathologist treated their cases differently. As the 
department head, I implemented reflex testing for certain cancers like NSCLC, colorectal, and breast.” 
                                          — Pathologist

0% 20% 40% 60%

My organization actively
communicates to providers

regarding appropriate coverage/
utilization of predictive biomarkers

10% (–44%)

17% (+6%)

22% (–12%)

30% (+67%)

53% (+2%)

38% (+23%)

Percent Agreement (Top 2 Box Score)

My organization publishes
 oncology biomarker

coverage/utilization guidance

N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Oncologists Pathologists

Figure 9   |   Organizations Communicating Oncology Biomarker Test Guidance and/or Coverage

Payers

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q3. When making the decision to <cover/utilize> oncology predictive biomarkers, please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements 
on a scale from 1-7.

Organizations communicating oncology biomarker test guidance and/or coverage are noted in Figure 9. 
Hospital-based pathologists report significantly higher numbers of their centers proactively communicating 
utilization policies versus oncologists (53% vs 30%, respectively).
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Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q22. With regard to reimbursement for predictive biomarkers, please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following 
statements on a scale from 1-7.

“One of the biggest concerns with NGS testing is the cost of the testing, how much is being charged, and 
how much is being paid out by the health care system for this type of testing. It’s very expensive.” 
                                           — Pathologist

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Strongly agree Neutral Strongly disagree

Oncologists

Pathologists

Figure 10   |   Provider Opinion on Predictive Oncology Biomarker Test Reimbursement

14%
(–42%) 72% (+13%)

7% 
(–42%)

14% 
(+17%)

56% (–13%) 37% (+54%)

Co-pay coupons e�ectively 
cover any out-of-pocket 

expense for patients 
(non-Medicare/Medicaid) 80% (+54%)

17% 
(–39%)

14%
(+40%) 74% (0%) 12%

(–25%)

The lack of biomarker coverage 
and poor reimbursement for 

biomarker tests is a significant 
burden for patients that can 

impact our utilization of a test
33% (–25%) 57% (+2%) 10% (+100%)

26% (–7%) 64% (+7%) 10%
(–17%)

13%
(+63%) 70% (–3%) 17% (–15%)

38% (+138%) 56% (–22%) 6% (–50%)For the most part, payer 
reimbursement covers the

 cost of the test

30% (+88%) 47% (–27%) 23% (+15%)

36% (+13%) 52% (–7%) 12%
(0%)

In the hospital, the cost of the 
biomarker test is su�ciently 

reimbursed as part of the 
overall procedure amount 

covered by the payer

The hospital or third-party lab 
works directly with the payer or 

invoices the patient, so 
I am unaware of any 

reimbursement issues

N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q22. With regard to reimbursement for predictive biomarkers, please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements on a scale from 1-7.

3% (–97%)

Figure 10 reveals provider opinions of oncology biomarker reimbursement, which highlights the deep divide 
between some stakeholders’ experiences—some who must deal with cost/reimbursement-related issues, 
often daily, versus those who do not. Thirty-six percent of oncologists and 30% of pathologists (an increase 
of 88% vs last year) strongly agree that their hospital and/or third-party laboratories handle reimbursement, 
leaving them unaware of reimbursement hurdles. Oncologists’ and pathologists’ opinions come closer together 
with 26% of oncologists and 33% of pathologists strongly agreeing that the lack of biomarker coverage and 
poor reimbursement for biomarker tests are a significant burden on patients that can impact test utilization. 
Furthermore, the predominance of neutral responses to these questions likely reflects a lack of knowledge or 
impact of reimbursement or perhaps suggests that these issues are occasional or situational in nature. 
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When submitting reimbursement claims to payers, 70% of oncologists use the CPT code, compared to 100% 
of pathologists (Table 4). Interestingly, oncologist use of DEX-Z and PLA-CPT increased this year to 30%, 
which is perhaps indicative of oncologist direct use of third-party laboratories for the NGS panel processing.

Table 4  |  Procedure Codes Utilized in Reimbursement Claims to Payers

Oncologists Pathologists

DEX-Z 14% (+367%) 0% (0%)

PLA-CPT Code 16% (+14%) 0% (0%)

CPT Code 70% (–16%) 100% (0%)

N=37 oncologists, 17 pathologists.

Q30. When submitting an oncology biomarker to payers, what procedure codes do you typically provide? Select all that apply.

In Figure 11, the top factors influencing payer coverage decisions for oncology biomarker tests changed 
little from 2019. The top factors continue to focus on payer mandates for biomarker tests that focus on the 
actionability of the biomarker and include clinical validity, clinical utility, and tests that are mandated in a 
therapeutic product’s FDA labeling and recommended in the NCCN Guidelines. The NCCN Guidelines for 
NSCLC provide recommendations for certain individual biomarkers that should be tested and recommend 
testing techniques but do not endorse any specific commercially available biomarker assays. 

The in-depth interviews and increased utilization of oncology biomarkers (see biomarker table in the Appendix) 
reveal that many of the large national payers have adopted less stringent management of oncology biomarkers, 
perhaps an outcome after the CMS decision in 2018 to cover FDA-approved NGS companion diagnostics 
panels. However, some large national payers continue to strictly manage coverage and reimbursement.  

27% (–27%)

Figure 11   |   Factors Influencing Payer Coverage Decisions for Oncology Biomarker Tests

67% (–12%)

60% (–8%)

53% (0%)

68% (+5%)

52% (–17%)

53% (–10%)

42% (–21%)

32% (–18%)

32% (+10%)

30% (–14%)

25% (NA)

20% (–17%)

50% (–18%)

N=60 payers.

  Percent Importance (Top 2 Box Score)

Clinical validity

Mandated in a therapeutic product’s FDA labeling

Test results must change patient management

Test performance (sensitivity, specificity)

Clinical utility

Third-party (eg, NCCN, ASCO, ICER) 
guidelines/evaluations

Quality metric requirement

Inclusion in an external clinical pathway

Patient out-of-pocket costs

Cost e�ectiveness

Comparative e�ectiveness

The need to test many to identify
the few who will benefit

Follow laboratory benefits manager policy

Per member per year impact

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

ICER, incremental cost-e�ectiveness ratio; NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q5. When making the decision to cover an oncology predictive biomarker, please rate the importance of the following on a scale from 1-7.

NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q5. When making the decision to cover an oncology predictive biomarker, please rate the importance of the following on a scale from 1-7.
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Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q25. How do coverage policies (number and types of oncology biomarker tests covered) for your organization’s Medicare Advantage Plan 
compare to your  company’s commercial policies for oncology biomarkers?

“We’ve liberalized our approach over the last few years. We no longer manage testing, in particular, the 
panel tests given an appropriate diagnosis and if an in-network laboratory is used.” 
                                                  — Payer

“I do not agree with their [CMS] coverage rationale about 60% of the time, so we do our own assessment of 
clinical utility for our commercial plans, which results in stricter policies. For example, we cover ‘liquid biopsy’ 
tests in Medicare plans but not in our commercial plans.” 
                          — Payer

In line with 2019 findings, Figure 12 shows that 50% of payers surveyed report that their Medicare Advantage 
and commercial plan coverage policies are the same. The remaining payers report that their policies for 
Medicare Advantage are either more or less restrictive than their commercial plans.

Figure 12   |   Payer Comparison of Coverage Policies for Medicare Advantage Plans
 Versus Commercial Plans

20%
(+43%)

17%
(–11%)

N=60 payers.

Medicare Advantage policies are much more restrictive

Medicare Advantage policies are slightly more restrictive

Medicare Advantage and commercial policies are the same

Medicare Advantage policies are slightly less restrictive

Medicare Advantage policies are much less restrictive

8% (+60%)

50%
(–9%)

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q25. How do coverage policies (number and types of oncology biomarker tests covered) for your organization’s Medicare Advantage Plan compare to your 
company’s commercial policies for oncology biomarkers?

5% (–29%)
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Figure 14   |   Payer Reimbursement Strategies for Predictive Oncology Biomarker Tests

48%
(+30%)

42%
(–14%)

Negotiate contracted rates with a lab or restricted network
of labs that must be used for the test to be covered

Use the CMS laboratory fee schedule

Set a maximum allowable based on a methodology that 
reflects the typical amount charged by labs

10% (+25%)

N=60 payers.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019. 

Q23. How does your organization determine the reimbursement amount for a predictive biomarker test?

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019. 

Q23. How does your organization determine the reimbursement amount for a predictive biomarker test?

Payers report that their Medicare Advantage reimbursement rates are the same (40%) or slightly lower (38%) 
compared to their commercial policies, with no notable changes from 2019 (Figure 13).

Figure 13    |   Payer Reimbursement Policies for Oncology Biomarker Tests: Medicare Advantage 
Plans Versus Commercial Plans

0% (0%)

12%
(+20%)

40%
(+11%)

N=60 payers.

Medicare Advantage policies are reimbursed at a much lower rate

Medicare Advantage policies are reimbursed at a slightly lower rate

Medicare Advantage and commercial policies are reimbursed at the same rate

Medicare Advantage policies are reimbursed at a slightly higher rate

Medicare Advantage policies are reimbursed at a higher rate

10%
(+11%)

38%
(–16%)

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q26. How do reimbursement policies (payment amount for the biomarker test) for your organization’s Medicare Advantage Plan compare to your company’s 
commercial policies for oncology biomarkers?The 2 main strategies payers use for determining reimbursement for predictive oncology biomarker tests are negotiating 
contracted rates with a laboratory (48%, a 30% increase from 2019) or using the CMS laboratory fee schedule (42%) 
(Figure 14).

There is a statistically significant difference (at 90% confidence) between payers 
managing Medicare Advantage plans versus commercial plans with respect to the 
utilization of negotiating contracted rates with laboratories (57% vs 40%, respectively).

“All contracting is done off the Medicare fee schedule, even on the commercial side of the business. It ends 
up being either a discount or a premium to that. In that way, CMS is critical in setting the initial fee.” 
                       — Payer

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q26. How do reimbursement policies (payment amount for the biomarker test) for your organization’s 
Medicare Advantage Plan compare to your company’s  commercial policies for oncology biomarkers?
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NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019. 

Q1. When making <coverage/utilization> decisions for new targeted therapies, please rate the importance of the following attributes on a 
scale  from 1-7, where 1=not at all important and 7=extremely important.

Trends Influencing Targeted Therapy Utilization and Coverage
The factors influencing utilization and/or coverage for new targeted therapies (Figure 15) have remained relatively 
consistent for oncologists and payers versus 2019. For both oncologists and payers, top factors focus on improving 
patient outcomes. Improving survival versus current standard of care continues to be the most important influencer 
when oncologists make utilization decisions for new targeted therapies. A statistically significant increase of 67% 
was noted in the importance of the NCCN Compendium® listing of off-label indications (at 95% confidence) for 
making utilization and coverage decisions.

Figure 15  |   Factors Influencing Utilization and/or Coverage Decisions for New Targeted Therapies

Compendia (NCCN) listing
of o-label indication

Quality of the response (partial
response versus complete response

versus molecular complete response)

Improved quality of life

Improved duration of remission
(progression-free survival)

FDA approval of indication

Overall response rate

Direct cost of a predictive biomarker
and/or companion diagnostic test

Indirect cost of therapy (eg, side
eect management, hospitalizations)

Improved side eect profile
versus standard of care

Availability of a predictive 
biomarker or companion diagnostic

N=50 oncologists, 60 payers.

Oncologists Payers

Payer(s) coverage of biomarker test

Percent Importance  (Top 2 Box Score)

Improved survival versus
current standard of care

66% (–8%)
72% (–5%)

66% (+6%)
65% (–3%)

64% (+10%)
58% (+2%)

62% (+15%)
72% (+4%)

56% (–18%)
28% (+56%)

54% (0%)
38% (–19%)

50% (+67%)
45% (–24%)

46% (–12%)
43% (+5%)

42% (+50%)
35% (+59%)

38% (+12%)
23% (–30%)

36% (–14%)
NA

32% (–20%)
30% (+88%)

32% (+7%)
53% (–7%)

Direct cost of therapy

NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019. 

Q1. When making <coverage/utilization> decisions for new targeted therapies, please rate the importance of the following attributes on a scale from 1-7, 
where 1=not at all important and 7=extremely important.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

“FDA approval is not the stamp of approval we are looking for to determine coverage. A good example of 
this would be the Oncotype DX test for breast cancer, which was not FDA approved. We approved that test 
because the clinical literature supported utility. Conversely, another test, MammaPrint got FDA approval, but 
we didn’t cover it because the literature didn’t support it.” 
                            — Payer
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Approximately one-third of oncologists and payers strongly agree (top 2 box score) that 
their organizations prefer therapeutics that have a predictive biomarker or companion 
diagnostic, compared to half of pathologists. 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 16   |   Information Considered in Utilization or Coverage Decisions for New Targeted Therapies

Third-party guidelines, 
pathways, or compendia

Molecular pathology 
report recommendations

Payer coverage decisions,
pathways, guidance

Phase 2 study results

Conference presentations

Patient or cargiver

Medicare coverage decisions

Tumor board recommendation

N=50 oncologists, 60 payers.

Oncologists Payers

Phase 3 study results

NCCN Guidelines

Third-party (nonpayer) value
assessments (ICER, NCCN evidence

blocks, ASCO value framework)

Peer-reviewed journal articles

62% (–18%)
70% (+4%)

72% (NA)
73% (NA)

60% (+3%)
55% (–10%)

50% (+56%)
62% (+27%)

40% (+33%)
NA

38% (0%)
50% (+11%)

38% (+90%)
15% (+275%)

36%
NA

34% (–19%)
NA

28% (0%)
25% (–4%)

24% (NA)
43% (NA)

22% (NA)
8% (NA)

Percent Importance (Top 2 Box Score)

NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q2. When making <coverage/utilization> decisions for new targeted therapies, please rate the importance of the following sources of information on a scale 
from 1-7.

Information considered important in utilization and/or coverage decisions for new targeted therapies is depicted 
in Figure 16 and is consistent with 2019. Both oncologists and payers agree that the NCCN Guidelines and phase 
3 study results are the most important resources (72% of oncologists and 73% of payers). While not statistically 
significant, the importance attributed to Medicare coverage decisions increased 56% for oncologists and 27% 
for payers, which reflects the importance of the CMS decision regarding biomarker tests. Tumor board decisions 
and conference presentations also increased in importance for oncologists this year (increase of 33% and 90%, 
respectively. Molecular pathology report recommendations, which were asked of oncologists for the first time 
this year, are emerging as an important source of information. The real value of these reports, from the in-depth 
interviews, comes from the third-party laboratories that provide detailed information linking not only known actionable 
biomarkers but also those being studied in clinical trials and linking all biomarkers of interest to an associated therapy.

NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q2. When making <coverage/utilization> decisions for new targeted therapies, please rate the importance of the following sources of information on  a scale from 1-7.
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Payers making decisions for Medicare Advantage plans rate peer-reviewed journal articles 
in their decision making as less important than those making decisions for commercial plans 
(43% vs 67%, at 90% confidence). This is likely a result of the requirement that Medicare 
Advantage plans must follow and match traditional Medicare Part A and B coverage.

Q9A. Please indicate your genetic biomarker test result knowledge to inform <coverage decisions/treatment planning> for the following 
cancer types  using the following definitions from very limited to expert-level knowledge.

The majority of oncologists and pathologists (≥77% for oncologists and ≥54% for pathologists) rate their confidence 
in genetic biomarker test knowledge to inform decision making as expert/high across all 6 of the cancer types shown 
below (Figure 17). However, many of those surveyed indicate average to very limited biomarker test knowledge, 
which could be related to the rapid evolution of precision medicine and the difficulty in keeping abreast of emerging 
biomarkers. Payers acknowledge a wider range of confidence in their biomarker test knowledge, which is often tumor 
type dependent (eg, only 39% of payers indicate good/expert knowledge of biomarkers tests for bladder cancer).

Figure 17   |   Confidence in Genetic Biomarker Test Knowledge to Inform Decision Making by Tumor Type

Hematologic 
malignancies

Colorectal cancer 
patients

Melanoma 
patients

Bladder cancer 
patients

N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q9A. Please indicate your genetic biomarker test result knowledge to inform <coverage decisions/treatment planning> for the following cancer types 
using the following definitions from very limited to expert-level knowledge.

Oncologists

Pathologists

Payers

88% 10% 2%

80% 13% 7%

69% 24% 7%

86% 10% 4%

83% 10% 7%

90% 7% 3%

85% 13% 2%

80% 17% 3%

54% 36% 10%

84% 12% 4%

64% 10% 26%

62% 29% 9%

77% 19% 4%

66% 17% 17%

71% 19% 10%

77% 15% 8%

54% 23% 23%

39% 40% 21%

Advanced 
NSCLC patients

Breast cancer 
patients

Very Limited/Limited KnowledgeAverage KnowledgeGood/Expert Knowledge

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

“Targeted therapy introductions to the treatment paradigm are fast and furious; they’re coming every few months. So, I 
think as we get deeper and deeper into it the likelihood of more actionable mutations serving as a biomarker for these 
therapies. I think it has to happen over the next few years.” 
                           — Oncologist
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“We get the latest information from FoundationOne, the company who does our NGS testing with every 
biomarker test result. This information really helps us in our interpretation of the data and keeps us abreast of 
the clinical research and advances.” 
                        — Oncologist

Q6A. Please indicate how frequently the following factors impede your utilization of targeted therapies for patients on the following scale, 
from Never (0% of patients) to Always (100% of patients).

“This area is moving very quickly—payers are on a rapid learning curve. We do need education, as there are 
almost no medical directors who are oncologists. The MSLs [medical science liaisons] from the drug and 
biomarker companies are a big help.” 
                                — Payer

“Waiting for the test results can be frustrating especially for patients with advanced disease.” 
             — Oncologist

“One of the issues I’ve had with biomarker testing or next-generation sequencing is that when we get the 
report I’m often wondering how do I interpret the report and how do I take the information in the report 
and translate it into how I direct my treatment.” 
                         — Oncologist

There are a variety of factors that may impede or delay the utilization of targeted therapies (Figure 18). During 
the in-depth interviews, oncologists mention that these factors are patient specific or situational, ranging 
from cost/reimbursement issues to biomarker test–related challenges. For some oncologists, the frequent 
occurrence (≥76% of all patients) of all these impending factors indicates that conducting biomarker testing 
in routine clinical practice can be challenging. Of interest, 19% of oncologists report frequent challenges in 
interpreting the biomarker test results in 76% or more of their patients.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Patient’s inability to pay
out-of-pocket costs

Insu�cient biomarker
reimbursement

Inability to get a
su�cient tissue sample

Challenges in interpreting
biomarker test results

The time required to collect
the biopsy test

54%29% 17%

52%29% 19%

50%

24%

28%

63%

22%

13%

50%19% 31%

N=50 oncologists.

Figure 18   |   Frequency of Factors Impeding Oncology Biomarker Test Utilization

Frequently (≥76% of patients) Often (51% to 75% of patients) Sometimes (≤50% of patients)

Q6A. Please indicate how frequently the following factors impede your utilization of targeted therapies for patients on the following scale, where A=never 
(0% of patients) and F=always (All, 100% of patients).
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NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019. Caution small N sizes by site of care.

Q19. At your organization, what percent of current oncology patients are reviewed by the molecular tumor board?

Figure 19 shows the percent of patients reviewed by molecular tumor boards by stakeholder site of care (ie, academic 
cancer center, independent community-based group practice, and hospital-affiliated practices; caution small N sizes). 
While not statistically significant, 43% of community-based oncologists had patients reviewed by molecular tumor 
boards, which is an increase of 43% from 2019. The in-depth interviews revealed that both the oncologists and 
pathologists highly value these meetings as a means of advancing patient care and their understanding of precision 
medicine (see verbatim quotes).

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Academic cancer center

Community-based group
private practice

43% (+43%)

NA

38% (+3%)

48% (+9%)

68% (+17%)

45% (–12%)

Hospital-a�liated practice

N=41 oncologists (5 academic, 11 hospital-a�liated, 25 community-a�liated), 30 pathologists (6 academic, 
24 hospital-a�liated).

Oncologists Pathologists

Figure 19   |   Percent of Patients Reviewed by Molecular Tumor Boards by Site of Care

NA, not asked.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019. Caution small N sizes by site of care.

Q19. At your organization, what percent of current oncology patients are reviewed by the molecular tumor board?

“Our molecular tumor board is composed of thought leaders and experts from the NGS laboratory company 
we contract with. These meetings are interesting and I find them useful, but there’s a pretty big learning 
curve. For me, as a pathologist, it is learning how to interpret NGS reports.” 
                           — Pathologist

“Typically, we discuss the more complex markers, advanced cancers, nonresponders to first-line treatment 
at our molecular tumor board meetings. How to proceed with further biomarker testing, interpretation of 
finding, or next steps are determined at that time.” 
                  — Pathologist

“We review the NGS report in detail and have a scientific/intellectual discussion over what to do with a 
particular patient-identifying biomarker for predictive purposes for potential treatment to possible clinical trial 
enrollment. This discussion is critical for advanced patients where we have run out of options.” 
                          — Pathologist

Oncologists and pathologists indicate that greater than 50% of all patients 
are reviewed by the molecular tumor board at diagnosis and again at relapse.
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2019: N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 50 payers.

2020: N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21. For the following list of oncology biomarkers, please indicate your current <coverage/utilization>.

Biomarkers Utilization

As of September 2020, 102 oncology drugs specify at least 1 biomarker in their FDA  
label—up from 67 in May 2018.6,7

Biomarker Test Utilization and Coverage

NSCLC
Table 5 represents all stakeholders’ self-reported utilization and coverage of biomarker tests for NSCLC. In 
2020, the number of oncologists using the following biomarkers significantly increased: 

• HER2 test in NSCLC (76% are utilizing, an increase of 73%)

• RET in NSCLC (80% are utilizing, an increase of 40%)

Biomarker Test
Oncologists Pathologists Payers

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

ALK in NSCLC 96% 98% 97% 96% 94% 95%

BRAF in NSCLC 87% 90% 90% 65% 98% 96%

BRAF V600 E/K in NSCLC 85% 80% 75% 64% 93% 93%

cobas® EGFR ctDNA “Liquid Biopsy” 
(FDA approved) in NSCLC

50% 57% 27% 15% 80% 66%

EGFR in NSCLC 85% 100% 97% 100% 94% 100%

HER2 in NSCLC Adenocarcinoma 76% 44% 73% 46% 92% 91%

KRAS in NSCLC 79% 69% 90% 88% 92% 95%

MEK1 in NSCLC 70% 62% 37% 32% 84% 83%

MET in NSCLC 89% 78% 83% 54% 88% 90%

PD-L1 in NSCLC 92% 92% 93% 96% 81% 94%

PIK3CA in NSCLC 55% 42% 57% 39% 73% 66%

RET in NSCLC 80% 57% 82% 52% 86% 78%

ROS1 in NSCLC 91% 98% 86% 92% 78% 75%

Table 5  |  NSCLC: Stakeholder Utilization/Coverage of Oncology Biomarker Tests 
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Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression 
on the following scale, from Never (0% of patients) to Always (100% of patients)?

In Figure 20, oncologists report that they use NGS panels in advanced NSCLC patients frequently (defined 
as ≥51% of all patients) at disease diagnosis (72%) and at disease progression (60%). Pathologists report less 
frequent use of NGS at diagnosis as compared to oncologists (53% of pathologists vs 72% of oncologists) 
but reflect similar utilization patterns at disease progression (60%). Payer coverage reflects the oncologist 
utilization patterns closely with frequent coverage at diagnosis (71%) and at disease progression (66%).

Figure 20   |   Advanced NSCLC: NGS/GSP Utilization/Coverage at Diagnosis and Disease Progression

At diagnosis

At disease 
progression

N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression on the 
following scale, where A=never (0% of patients) and F=always (All, 100% of patients)?

Oncologists

Pathologists

Payers

Frequently (≥51% 
to 100% of patients)

Sometimes (26% 
to 50% of patients)
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25% of patients)

Never (0% 
of patients)
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17%53% 27% 3%
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18%60% 16% 6%

20%60% 13% 7%

17%66% 12% 5%

“The NCCN’s lung cancer guidelines have been influential in our choice of tests and whether to test 
sequentially or do a NGS panel. It is better to do a limited NGS panel on multiple biomarkers at one time 
rather than just cherry picking them one-by-one.” 
                       — Pathologist
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Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q37. Is your organization utilizing a step-therapy approach to PDx inhibitor coverage/utilization based on PD-L1 biomarker status?

“Treatment sequencing is the most challenging in lung cancer patients because you are really in a hurry to 
get answers given how sick these patients are. I can start chemotherapy if they have a heavy burden of 
disease, but I cannot start a PDx inhibitor until I know for certain that they are EGFR or ALK negative.” 
                           — Oncologist

Some stakeholders use a step-therapy approach for PDx inhibitor utilization and coverage for NSCLC based 
on PD-L1 biomarker test status (Figure 21). While not statistically significant, oncologists who reported their 
organizations follow this approach decreased in both the first- and second-line setting for NSCLC (decreases 
of 39% and 62%, respectively). Hospital-based pathologists report that their organizations use this approach 
much more frequently than oncologists in the first-line setting (75% vs 34%, respectively) and second-line 
setting (68% vs 17%, respectively). A little over one-third of payers are utilizing this step approach for coverage 
in both the first- and second-line setting for NSCLC.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 21   |   Stakeholders Using a Step-Therapy Approach to PDx Inhibitor Utilization and/or Coverage 
    Based on a PD-L1 Biomarker Test Status
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advanced NSCLC
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N=41 oncologists, 24 pathologists, 47 payers.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q37. Is your organization utilizing a step-therapy approach to PDx inhibitor coverage/utilization based on PD-L1 biomarker status?
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Pathologists

Payers

Yes No Currently evaluating
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Figure 22   |   Utilization of PD-1 Inhibitors and PD-L1 Biomarker Tests for Advanced 
  NSCLC Patients Who Are Newly Diagnosed/Treatment Naive

A PDx inhibitor should only be 
used in patients with high levels 

of PD-L1 expression (ie, >50%)

A PDx inhibitor should only be used 
in patients positive for PD-L1 

expression (ie, >1%)

All patients should have their tumor 
biopsied and undergo biomarker 

testing for PD-L1

N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q38. With regard to the utilization of PDx (PD-1/L1) inhibitors and PD-L1 biomarker tests for advanced NSCLC patients who are newly 
diagnosed/treatment naive, please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements on a scale from 1-7.
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Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q38. With regard to the utilization of PDx (PD-1/L1) inhibitors and PD-L1 biomarker tests for advanced NSCLC patients who are newly 
 diagnosed/treatment naive, please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements on a scale from 1-7.

In Figure 22, 48% of oncologists, 60% of pathologists, and 38% of payers strongly agree that newly diagnosed/
treatment-naive NSCLC patients should be tested for the PD-L1 marker. While not statistically significant, 
neutral opinions increased for oncologists by 18% and pathologists by 100% regarding testing newly diagnosed/
treatment-naive patients. There is even less consensus between each stakeholder group regarding the level of 
PD-L1 expression appropriate to determine PDx utilization. For example, 30% of oncologists strongly agree that 
a PDx inhibitor should be used for PD-L1 expression at >50% versus 22% who strongly agree with this treatment 
strategy for PD-L1 expression is appropriate at >1%.

“The time to get test results for PD-L1 can be an issue with the third-party labs. Hopefully, in the future this will 
be greatly reduced, but right now that’s the best anybody can offer.” 
                                — Oncologist

“A PD-L1 test can be done in the lab with just immunohistochemistry, but the results are difficult to read—you 
need a lot of expertise. I prefer to do an NGS panel for that reason.” 
                — Pathologist
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Breast Cancer

Recent Oncotype DX® Data8 

Data presented in October 2020 suggested that using the Oncotype DX Breast Recurrence 
Score® can help guide treatment decision making for early-stage, hormone-receptor-positive, 
HER2-negative breast cancer regardless of lymph node involvement. The data showed that 
the results of the test changed treatment recommendations for 33.5% of patients and that the 
treatment decisions reduced chemotherapy recommendations by 23.5%. 

Germline mutations occur in sperm or egg cells and can be inherited, whereas somatic 
mutations form as a result of damage to genes in an individual cell and are not inherited.10

Table 6 represents all stakeholders’ self-reported utilization and coverage of biomarkers for breast cancer. 
Note that in January 2020, a decision was made by CMS to cover biomarker testing for breast and ovarian 
cancer–related germline mutations.9 A statistically significant increase in payer coverage for the following 
biomarker tests occurred: 

• BRCA 1/2 in breast cancer, an increase of 13%

• PIK3CA in breast cancer, an increase of 33% 

• 23andMe® DTC BRCA 1/2, an increase of 79%

2019: N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 50 payers.

2020: N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21. For the following list of oncology biomarkers, please indicate your current <coverage/utilization>.

Biomarker Test
Oncologists Pathologists Payers

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

BRCA 1/2 in Breast Cancer 91% 98% 97% 92% 98% 87%

Gene Expression Signature Panel(s) (ie, Oncotype DX®) in 
Breast Cancer

82% 84% 82% 83% 78% 68%

HER2 in Breast Cancer 94% 100% 100% 100% 98% 100%

PIK3CA in Breast Cancer 83% 71% 66% 26% 81% 61%

23andMe® DTC BRCA 1/2 in Breast Cancer (FDA approved) 21% 18% 0% 5% 52% 29%

Table 6  |  Breast Cancer: Stakeholder Utilization/Coverage of Oncology Biomarker Tests 

“I use Oncotype routinely for anyone with early-stage, EGFR-positive, HER2-negative cancer where 
individuals have one or two positive nodes. I’m looking with a lot of anticipation for the results of the 
RxPONDER trial, which will help us to validate that potential option.” 
                — Oncologist
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Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression 
on the following scale, from Never (0% of patients) to Always (100% of patients)?

In Figure 23, oncologists report that they use NGS panels frequently (defined as ≥51% of all breast cancer 
patients) at disease diagnosis (58% of oncologists) and at disease progression (60% of oncologists). 
Pathologists report similar use of NGS at disease progression but less frequently at diagnosis as compared 
to oncologists (30% of pathologists vs 50% of oncologists). Payers cover NGS panels for breast patients 
frequently at initial diagnosis (76%) and at disease progression (70%).

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 23   |   Breast Cancer: NGS/GSP Utilization/Coverage at Diagnosis and Disease Progression
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N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression on the 
following scale, where A=never (0% of patients) and F=always (All, 100% of patients)?

Oncologists

Pathologists

Payers

Frequently (≥51% 
to 100% of patients)

Sometimes (26% 
to 50% of patients)

Rarely (1 to 
25% of patients)

Never (0% 
of patients)

“We didn’t cover Oncotype DX for breast cancer at first because we didn’t think physicians would change 
their treatment approach—but we were wrong. They considered the risk benefit of additional treatment and 
advised patients accordingly. So, once the clinical utility was established, we decided to cover it.” 
                               — Payer

“I’ve been using the BCI, the Breast Cancer Index, which is a way of trying to judge whether a patient will 
benefit from extended adjuvant therapy beyond 5 years, with adjuvant endocrine therapy. Sometimes the 
results are inconclusive, but when it’s helpful, it’s helpful.” 
                 — Oncologist
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Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression 
on the following scale, from Never (0% of patients) to Always (100% of patients)?

“We used to pay $5500 for a BRCA test, one of the first tests to come out, $2500 or $3000 for a single point 
mutation, now for $3500 we’re getting 40 markers in an NGS panel. So, it’s become more cost effective, 
which has made our job easier, because I don’t have to approve them one-by-one.” 
                               — Payer

Melanoma
Table 7 represents all stakeholders’ self-reported utilization and coverage of biomarker tests for melanoma. 
Utilization and coverage remained consistent in 2020 with no notable statistically significant increases or 
decreases versus 2019.

2019: N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 50 payers.

2020: N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21. For the following list of oncology biomarkers, please indicate your current <coverage/utilization>.

Biomarker Test
Oncologists Pathologists Payers

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

BRAF in Melanoma 96% 100% 96% 91% 98% 95%

BRAF V600 E/K in Melanoma 94% 92% 89% 83% 90% 93%

KIT in Melanoma 70% 67% 77% 80% 83% 86%

PD-L1 in Melanoma 87% 84% 75% 74% 78% 91%

Table 7  |  Melanoma: Stakeholder Utilization/Coverage of Oncology Biomarker Tests 

In Figure 24, oncologists report that they use NGS panels frequently (defined as ≥51% of all melanoma 
patients) at disease diagnosis (60%) and at disease progression (52%). Pathologists report less frequent 
use of NGS at diagnosis as compared to oncologists (27% of pathologists vs 55% of oncologists) but reflect 
similar utilization patterns at disease progression. Payer coverage mirrors the oncologist utilization patterns 
with frequent coverage at diagnosis and at disease progression (55% and 47% of payers, respectively).
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Figure 24   |   Melanoma: NGS/GSP Utilization/Coverage at Diagnosis and Disease Progression
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N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression on the 
following scale, where A=never (0% of patients) and F=always (All, 100% of patients)?
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Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q33. If your organization provides <coverage/utilization> guidelines for the BRAF biomarker test in melanoma, please mark the statement which best 
reflects  your organization’s policy.

The majority of stakeholders (60% of oncologists, 73% of pathologists, and 62% of payers) report that their 
organization’s pathway or guidance policy includes the utilization and/or coverage of all BRAF biomarker tests 
(Figure 25). It is interesting to note that oncologists and pathologists (17% and 18%, respectively) are still using 
the BRAF V600 E biomarker test only, which does not capture all BRAF mutations.
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BRAF V600 E biomarker test

60% (–6%)
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N=35 oncologists, 22 pathologists, 37 payers.

Oncologists Pathologists

Figure 25   |   Organizations’ BRAF Biomarker Test Pathway or Guidance Policy
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Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q33. If your organization provides <coverage/utilization> guidelines for the BRAF biomarker test in melanoma, please mark the statement which best reflects 
your organization’s policy.

“It is important to test for all the subsets of the mutation. You don’t want to miss anything that would make the 
patient appropriate for targeted therapy.” 
                               — Oncologist

“The BRAF test was just BRAF a year ago, now there’s different mutations in BRAF, and some of them 
determine the prognosis of the patient and their response to chemotherapy or the targeted therapy for  
that mutation.” 
                     — Pathologist
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Figure 26   |   Colorectal Cancer: NGS/GSP Utilization/Coverage at Diagnosis and Disease Progression
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N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression on the 
following scale, where A=never (0% of patients) and F=always (All, 100% of patients)?
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Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression on the 
following scale, from Never (0% of patients) to Always (100% of patients)?

Colorectal Cancer
Table 8 represents all stakeholders’ self-reported utilization and coverage of biomarker tests for colorectal 
cancer. Utilization and coverage remained consistent in 2020 for the oncologists and pathologists. The 
number of payers offering coverage for the Cologuard® test increased in 2020 to 91%, an increase of 17% (at 
90% confidence). 

Biomarker Test
Oncologists Pathologists Payers

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

Cologuard® for Colorectal Cancer Detection 47% 49% 57% 40% 91% 78%

EGFR in Colorectal Cancer 78% 74% 79% 61% 89% 91%

KIT in GIST 76% 88% 93% 100% 85% 84%

KRAS in Colorectal Cancer 96% 98% 90% 100% 96% 94%

Table 8  |  Colorectal Cancer: Stakeholder Utilization/Coverage of Oncology Biomarker Tests 

2019: N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 50 payers.

2020: N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21. For the following list of oncology biomarkers, please indicate your current <coverage/utilization>.

In Figure 26, oncologists report that they use NGS panels frequently (defined as ≥51% of all colorectal 
cancer patients) at disease diagnosis and at disease progression (58% and 52%, respectively). Pathologists 
report less frequent use of NGS at diagnosis as compared to oncologists (23% of pathologists vs 52% 
of oncologists) but reflect similar utilization patterns at disease progression. Payer coverage reflects the 
oncologist utilization patterns with frequent coverage at diagnosis and at disease progression (52% and 50% 
of payers, respectively).
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Hematologic Malignancies
Table 9 represents all stakeholders’ self-reported utilization and coverage of biomarker tests for hematologic 
malignancies. Utilization and coverage remained consistent in 2020 with no notable statistically significant 
increases or decreases versus 2019.  

2019: N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 50 payers.

2020: N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21. For the following list of oncology biomarkers, please indicate your current <coverage/utilization>.

Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression on the 
following scale, from Never (0% of patients) to Always (100% of patients)?

Biomarker Test
Oncologists Pathologists Payers

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

BCR-ABL in CML 88% 96% 100% 100% 80% 95%

CD33 for AML 81% 91% 88% 72% 86% 80%

FLT3 in AML 86% 96% 96% 91% 86% 84%

KIT D816V 73% 67% 53% 50% 54% 68%

PDGFRB in MDS 49% 56% 71% 65% 67% 69%

PML-RARa in Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia 79% 78% 92% 95% 74% 81%

17P deletion in CLL 83% 96% 86% 85% 85% 80%

Table 9  |  Hematologic Malignancies: Stakeholder Utilization/Coverage of Oncology Biomarker Tests

In Figure 27, oncologists report that they use NGS panels frequently (defined as ≥51% of all hematologic 
malignancy patients) at disease diagnosis and at disease progression (52% and 54% of oncologists, 
respectively). Pathologists report similar utilization as the oncologists. Payer coverage reflects oncologist 
utilization patterns with frequent coverage at diagnosis and at disease progression (60% and 48% of payers, 
respectively). 

Figure 27   |   Hematologic Malignancies: NGS/GSP Utilization/Coverage at Diagnosis and Disease 
      Progression
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N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression on the 
following scale, where A=never (0% of patients) and F=always (All, 100% of patients)?
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Biomarker Test
Oncologists Pathologists Payers

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

FGFR in Bladder Cancer 85% 64% 50% 10% 80% 69%

Gene Expression Signature Panel(s) for Other Tumors 
(Non-Breast Cancer)

52% 45% 67% 65% 67% 46%

HER2 in Esophago-gastric Adenocarcinoma 91% 83% 97% 92% 88% 88%

Microsatellite Instability High (MSI-H)/Mismatch Repair 
Deficient (dMMR)

83% 86% 97% 96% 69% 63%

NTRK Fusion 89% 64% 77% 41% 90% 73%

Tumor Mutational Burden (TMB) NGS/GSP 66% 70% 79% 63% 58% 43%

Other Tumor Type and Pan-Tumor Biomarker Tests 
The availability of treatments based on a genetic mutation or biomarker of a tumor regardless of its origin is 
due to NGS advancements, which have helped identify variants such as mutations, amplifications, deletions, 
and fusions.11 MSI-H/dMMR, TMB, NTRK gene fusions, RET fusion, and RET mutant have been key biomarkers 
for the development of FDA-approved, pan-tumor targeted therapies.12-15 These pan-tumor approaches are 
heralded as a new paradigm in clinical management and drug development.11 Researchers are also investigating 
ALK, AXL kinase, BRAF, FGFR, and ROS116-19; and the number of pan-tumor targets may increase.

Table 10 represents all stakeholders’ self-reported utilization and coverage of biomarker tests for other tumor 
types not yet mentioned, including pan-tumor tests. The following increases were noted in 2020 as compared 
to 2019: 

• The number of oncologists utilizing FGFR in bladder cancer (85% are utilizing, an increase of 33%) and NTRK 
fusion (89% are utilizing, an increase of 39%) at 95% confidence

• Other increases (at 90% confidence) include the number of payers offering coverage for gene expression 
signature panel(s) for other tumors (non-breast cancer) (an increase of 46%)

NTRK1/2/3 fusion testing is recommended in the NCCN Guidelines for certain patients with metastatic 
NSCLC.20 Targeted therapy (larotrectinib or entrectinib) is recommended for patients with NTRK1/2/3 
fusion positive metastatic NSCLC.20 The NCCN Guidelines for NSCLC provide recommendations for certain 
individual biomarkers that should be tested and recommend testing techniques but do not endorse any specific 
commercially available biomarker assays.

2019: N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 50 payers.

2020: N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21. For the following list of oncology biomarkers, please indicate your current <coverage/utilization>.

Table 10  |  Other Tumor Type and Pan-Tumor Biomarker Tests: Utilization and Coverage 

“I’m hopeful that some new markers will be discovered that have great application across tumors. Some of 
the newer markers are FGFR2 in urothelial cancers, the AV67 phenotype in prostate cancer, RET and MET 
in non-small cell lung cancer are getting more prevalent. But, of course, these are actionable mutations that 
occur in a small percentage of the populations. We have to test everybody but, of course, if you do pick up 
this actionable mutation it makes them eligible for a [targeted] therapy.” 
                          — Oncologist
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In Figure 28, oncologists report that they use NGS panels frequently (defined as ≥51% of all bladder cancer 
patients) at disease diagnosis (48%) and at disease progression (48%). Pathologists report less frequent use 
of NGS at diagnosis as compared to oncologists (17% of pathologists vs 42% of oncologists) but reflect similar 
utilization patterns at disease progression. Payer coverage reflects the oncologist utilization patterns with 
frequent coverage at diagnosis and at disease progression (52% and 48% of payers, respectively).
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Figure 28   |   Bladder Cancer: NGS/GSP Utilization/Coverage at Diagnosis and Disease Progression
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N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21B. How often are you <covering/utilizing> NGS testing for patients with the following tumor types at diagnosis and disease progression on the 
following scale, where A=never (0% of patients) and F=always (All, 100% of patients)?
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Trends Impacting Utilization and Coverage of NGS Panels
During the in-depth interviews, oncologists and pathologists provided their perceptions associated with NGS 
panels (Table 11). The benefits of NGS testing focus on a universal desire to improve patient outcomes via 
identifying appropriate targeted therapies. The associated negatives are either cost/reimbursement and/or 
process related (eg, time to get test results, lack of tumor biopsy tissue, or challenges related to interpreting 
results). Cost and reimbursement challenges appear to be location/individual specific, meaning they are 
constants for those who are responsible for managing budgets or securing reimbursement—but might not be 
on the radar for those who don’t have these types of responsibilities. On August 4, 2020, CMS announced 
proposed budget cuts that could threaten pathology reimbursement (estimated between 9% and 22%).4 While 
many payers cover NGS broadly, others may not be convinced of the cost/benefit and continue to manage this 
category of tests carefully.

Table 11  |  Stakeholder Perceptions of NGS Panels

Positives Negatives

Improving patient outcomes by:

• Targeting known established markers associated with 
clinical utility

• Identifying new or rare markers that are currently 
involved in clinical trials (particularly important for 
patients with metastatic or advanced disease)

• Advancing biomarker science/research by capturing 
biomarkers that are not currently associated with 
treatments but could be useful in the future (eg, male 
breast cancer drug)

• Using tissue efficiently as compared to sequential single 
gene tests

High preference for third-party laboratories who can:

• Provide panels by cancer type

• Provide detailed molecular pathology reports that 
summarize important findings and associated treatment 
options based on latest clinical data

• Negotiate volume-based pricing/contracts with payers

• Take on all reimbursement responsibilities

Test logistics:

• Difficulty interpreting test results

• Time to get test results

• Lack of tissue

Cost and/or reimbursement related:

• Financial burden on patients (eg, high  
co-pays)

• Third-party laboratories unwilling to 
negotiate preferred contracts, leaving 
oncologists/hospitals stuck with list prices

• Challenges getting test preauthorization 
from payer and/or test coverage denials

• Biomarker test order gets delayed or 
redirected due to cost or reimbursement

• Concern that the clinical utility of some 
NGS panels or pan-tumor tests do not 
justify the cost of the test

“The technology is solid and convincing. NGS not only targets known genes but includes potential  
markers that may be important in the future. Getting reimbursement is the biggest hurdle. I’d like to see all 
the reference labs offer tailored panels like Guardant or FoundationOne and include a detailed analysis of 
the results giving a detailed analysis on each biomarker test.” 
                           — Pathologist

“I’m going to plead lack of knowledge on the cost because the lab we use takes care of that, but I will tell 
you the data and the breadth of information that’s obtained from a full NGS panel is far superior to maybe a 
selection of 5 or 6 markers that I would choose. Sometimes you pick up a biomarker you’re not anticipating 
to be positive that I wouldn’t routinely order in a specific tumor type.” 
                        — Oncologist
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Table 12 represents all stakeholders’ self-reported utilization and coverage of NGS/GSP panels. While not 
statistically significant, some increases in utilization and coverage are observed this year that should be 
followed closely, as they may be emerging trends. Specifically, the following changes are of interest:

• FoundationOne® CDx (FDA-approved NGS/GSP) test is clearly preferred, with 80% of oncologists reporting 
they use it

• The number of oncologists utilizing NGS/GSP laboratory-developed tests (LDTs) has increased by 26%, with 
43% of oncologists utilizing these tests versus 34% in 2019

• Utilization and coverage of ThermoFisher Oncomine™ Dx Target Test (FDA-approved NGS/GSP) has realized 
increases by all stakeholders: 53% increase for oncologists, 58% increase for pathologists. More payers are 
covering this test in 2020, a statistically significant increase of 40% (at 90% confidence)

• Utilization and coverage of 5-50 Gene Solid Tumor Genomic Sequencing Panel (CPT 81445) has 
experienced increases by all stakeholders: 74% increase for oncologists, 25% increase for pathologists, and 
35% increase for payers

Biomarker Test
Oncologists Pathologists Payers

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

FoundationOne® CDx (FDA-approved NGS/GSP) 80% 84% 82% 71% 74% 66%

NGS/GSP LDTs 43% 34% 26% 30% 50% 46%

ThermoFisher Oncomine™ Dx Target Test (FDA-approved  
NGS/GSP)

29% 19% 30% 19% 63% 45%

5-50 Gene Solid Tumor Genomic Sequencing Panel (CPT 81445) 33% 19% 50% 40% 62% 46%

51+ Gene Solid and Hematologic Tumor Genomic Sequencing 
Panel (CPT 81455)

39% 30% 57% 33% 57% 38%

Table 12  |  NGS/GSPs: Stakeholder Utilization/Coverage of Next-Generation Sequencing Tests

2019: N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 50 payers.

2020: N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21. For the following list of oncology biomarkers, please indicate your current <coverage/utilization>.

“We are shifting more towards NGS because it’s amenable to so many different mutations and classes of 
mutations that can be analyzed. In the past it used to be a couple single gene tests, but now most of the time 
it’s just easier to order an NGS panel, because there are more and more markers that have been identified as 
being important.” 
                                   — Oncologist

“Our NGS utilization has increased over the last couple of years, ever since the guidelines have advocated for 
it. So, you get an entire panel at once instead of the single gene tests.” 
                                  — Pathologist

“Three years ago you were going point mutation by point mutation; now we get a whole panel, an actionable 
test for pretty much the same price as one-point mutation. We are getting more value for lower cost than we 
were a couple years ago.” 
                                       — Payer
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Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q34. With regard to next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology and genomic sequencing panels (GSPs), please indicate whether you agree or  disagree 
with the following statements on a scale from 1-7.

“When NGS first came on board with that gigantic panel, we started ordering it and it wasn’t getting 
reimbursed, so we stopped. I now order smaller panels that are disease specific and actionable and have 
had better luck securing reimbursement.” 
                           — Pathologist

“My group practice is completely peripheral to securing reimbursement. We place the request for the 
pathology department at our local hospital and they send it to the reference laboratory who works it out  
with the patient’s insurance carrier, so we have nothing to do with it.” 
                        — Oncologist

FDA Final Guidance on Oncology Therapeutic Labeling of Companion Diagnostics21 

In April 2020, the FDA published guidance for companion diagnostic developers to consider 
factors to support a broader class-based label such as use with a specific group of oncology 
therapeutic products rather than listing an individual therapeutic product(s). 

Figure 29 reports on provider opinions on NGS/GSP panels with respect to coverage, reimbursement, and testing 
logistics. Forty-two percent of oncologists strongly agree the time required to acquire biomarker test results (post-
biopsy) is an issue. Regarding reimbursement and coverage, oncologists’ personal awareness of reimbursement and 
coverage is highly variable, with 68% of oncologists being either neutral or strongly disagreeing with being aware 
of reimbursement and coverage. This sentiment is similarly expressed in the statement asking if payer coverage 
and reimbursement are sufficient for NGS, with 68% of oncologists responding neutrally. As discussed earlier in 
this report, this could be representative of not having direct reimbursement responsibilities for NGS and/or having 
preferred contracting for NGS tests where the third-party laboratory takes on reimbursement responsibilities.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 29   |   Provider Opinions on NGS/GSP Testing and Reimbursement
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for NGS/GSP

Oncologists

Pathologists

N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q34. With regard to next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology and genomic sequencing panels (GSPs), please indicate whether you agree or 
disagree with the following statements on a scale from 1-7.

Strongly disagreeStrongly agree Neutral
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Figure 30   |   Stakeholder Opinions on Utilization and Coverage

30% (–12%)An NGS/GSP will not be 
covered/utilized unless 

approved by the FDA as a 
companion diagnostic for 

a specific therapeutic

 A full NGS/GSP should be 
conducted and covered 

for all patient tumor 
biopsies at diagnosis

 A full NGS/GSP should be 
conducted and covered for 

all patient tumor biopsies 
at disease progression

N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 30 payers.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q34. With regard to next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology and genomic sequencing panels (GSPs), please indicate whether you agree or 
disagree with the following statements on a scale from 1-7.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Oncologists

Pathologists

Payers

Strongly agree Neutral Strongly disagree

34% (–11%) 66% (+18%) 0% (–100%)

40% (+3%)32% (+100%) 28% (–38%)

17% (–29%) 57% (+43%) 26% (–28%)

22% (0%) 64% (–3%) 14%
(+17%)

59% (+51%)33% (–35%) 8%
(– 20%)

33% (+313%) 67% (–20%) 0% (–100%)

44% (+38%) 50% (–19%) 6% (0%)

53% (+4%)27% (+50%) 20% (–35%)

33% (+3%) 50% (–11%) 17% (+42%)

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q34. With regard to next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology and genomic sequencing panels (GSPs), please indicate whether you agree or 
 disagree with the following statements on a scale from 1-7.

“To try and do single biomarker tests sequentially no longer makes sense clinically. From a cost efficiency 
point of view, it’s the best, but from the patient outcome point of view it’s not very good because there’s too 
much of a time delay, and often, limited tissue.” 
                        — Pathologist

“We do test at disease progression, particularly for those patients who were diagnosed several years ago 
when we weren’t doing NGS testing as routinely. We want to make sure to capture all of the relevant markers, 
especially for those patients that were never tested for the full panel.” 
                            — Pathologist

Consistent with 2019 findings, stakeholders hold a wide range of opinions on utilization and/or coverage 
of NGS (Figure 30). Oncologists more strongly agree with NGS testing at diagnosis (34%) and at disease 
progression (44%) as compared to pathologists and payers. During the in-depth interviews, payers who 
are managing this category carefully are looking beyond the FDA label at the clinical data and guidelines to 
determine coverage.

A statistically significant difference exists between payers who are managing Medicare Advantage plans 
(47%) versus commercial plans (20%) who strongly agree with the statement, “An NGS/GSP will not be 
covered/utilized unless approved by the FDA as a companion diagnostic for a specific therapeutic.”
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Q11B. At your organization, please choose the answer that best reflects how your organization is currently accessing patient NGS/GSP biomarker data. 

“We make coverage decisions on the clinical literature supporting utility. Oncotype DX in breast cancer does 
not have an FDA indication, but we cover it because the literature supports it.” 
                                       — Payer

“NGS results are so comprehensive, there are several hundred mutations that they’re checking for and, 
unfortunately, only a few are actionable. But over time the rest of these may, indeed, have a dedicated therapy.” 
                               — Oncologist

“The recommendations to do NGS for very early stage patients are not there; however, in later stage or 
metastatic disease, the recommendation is very high.” 
                   — Oncologist

Both oncologists and pathologists use a variety of means to access patients’ oncology biomarker test 
results (Figure 31). Forty-two percent of oncologists and pathologists report that a PDF of the patient’s data 
or laboratory report is inserted into the electronic health record (EHR) system. Pathologists mentioned that 
the ability to integrate data into their EHR system does factor into their decision making and choice of third-
party laboratories.

Figure 31   |   Oncologist/Pathologist Method for Accessing NGS/GSP Biomarker Test Results
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NGS/GSP biomarker data are accessed from the reference lab’s website
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NGS/GSP biomarker data are automatically populated into the EHR

NGS/GSP biomarker data are manually entered per patient into the EHR

A PDF of the patient’s NGS/GSP biomarker data or lab report is attached/
linked or copy-pasted into the patient’s record in the EHR

NGS/GSP biomarker data are not in the EHR3% 2%

13%

5%

13%

N=42 oncologists, 27 pathologists.

Q11B. At your organization, please choose the answer that best reflects how your organization is currently accessing patient NGS/GSP biomarker data. 
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Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q14. When making decisions to bring NGS/GSP testing capabilities in-house, please rate the importance of the following factors on a scale from 1-7.

In Figure 32, faster results are considered the most important factor or rationale for bringing NGS testing 
in-house by oncologists and pathologists. The oncologist had a statistically significant increase in noting the 
importance of the financial benefits that in-house NGS testing brings (56%, an 87% increase from 2019).

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q14. When making decisions to bring NGS/GSP testing capabilities in-house, please rate the importance of the following factors on a scale from 1-7.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Supports research goals

Percent Importance (Top 2 Box Score)
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Convenience

Reimbursement issues

Better management
of patient data
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41% (–25%)

50% (–9%)

47% (–6%)

47%

32%

56% (+87%)
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55% (–27%)

38% (+27%)

38% (0%)

27% (–33%)

N=32 oncologists, 22 pathologists.

Oncologists Pathologists

Figure 32   |   Factors Considered Important When Bringing NGS/GSP Testing In-House

“There are a lot of benefits to in-house testing—faster turnaround time, being in control of your panels, 
validating it yourself, ensuring specificity and sensitivity, and providing better patient care.” 
                — Pathologist

“It all boils down to being able to cut down on time from sampling to treatment, customization and validation 
of your panels, and reimbursement. NGS, I don’t know the exact numbers, but I know that it’s a money 
maker; it’s a good source of revenue for the hospital.” 
                              — Pathologist
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N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists.

Oncologists

Pathologists

Figure 33   |   Acceptable Turnaround Time From Biopsy Shipment to Receive NGS Test Results From 
     Third-Party Laboratories

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q18. What turnaround time, from biopsy shipment to the report of results, is required for NGS/GSP to replace single genetic biomarker tests 
(assuming reimbursement/cost is not an issue)?

1 to 10 days 11 to 20 days 21 to 30 days

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

64% (–3%) 30% (+7%) 6% (0%)

73% (–9%) 27% (+69%) 0% (–100%)

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q18. What turnaround time, from biopsy shipment to the report of results, is required for NGS/GSP to replace single genetic biomarker tests  (assuming 
reimbursement/cost is not an issue)?

“You just have to accept the wait time for test results. If you order this test, it will take 14 to 21 days, and  
I haven’t really gotten complaints about that. It is generally accepted by oncologists.” 
               — Pathologist

“It’s an issue in the sense that sometimes we have patients who have very, very advanced disease and time 
is of the essence. The wait to get test results can be a week or 10 days. For a certain group of patients, it 
would be much better to have a faster turnaround time.” 
                     — Pathologist

“It is a big issue, because you’d have to get the biopsy and then you need a day or two for the pathologist 
to give you the initial diagnosis. Then you can determine if NGS is even appropriate or indicated for this 
patient. Then the problem with NGS, you can get a PD-L1 in approximately 5 or 6 days after the lab gets it, 
but otherwise it’s a minimum 14-day turnaround, and that’s 14 days after they get the specimen. So, from 
the time of biopsy until the time of getting the full NGS panel could be 3 weeks.” 
                          — Oncologist

In Figure 33, oncologists and pathologists report on the number of acceptable days to process NGS tests that 
would justify replacing single gene tests (assuming reimbursement and cost were not an issue). The majority 
of stakeholders (64% of oncologists and 73% of pathologists) believe that a 10-day window would be an 
appropriate length of time for NGS test processing.
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Third-party reference laboratories are the primary site for processing NGS panels and genetic biomarkers 
versus in-house laboratories (Table 13). Oncologists and pathologists report that their organizations use 
third-party laboratories for 83% of their NGS tests, 70% of their genetic biomarkers, and 45% of nongenetic 
biomarkers, which is consistent with last year’s findings.

In-House Pathology 
Laboratory

Third-Party Reference 
Laboratory Other

Nongenetic biomarkers 52% (–12%) 45% (+10%) 3% (+100%)

Genetic biomarkers 
(not including NGS/GSP) 28% (0%) 70% (0%) 2% (0%)

NGS/GSP 15% (–15%) 83% (0%) 2% (+100%)

Table 13  |  Analysis Site for Oncology Biomarker Tests

N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q17. Indicate below what proportion of patient tumor biopsies are sent to your hospital pathology laboratory versus a third-party reference laboratory.

In 2020, 46% of oncologists and 60% of pathologists strongly agree (top 2 box score) that their organizations 
collect real-world patient outcomes data, which is consistent with last year’s findings.

Future of Precision Oncology
Update on GRAIL22

New data from the Circulating Cell-free Genome Atlas (CCGA) study published in the Annals of Oncology 
demonstrate that GRAIL’s technology can detect 50 cancer types early with a single blood test. The overall 
specificity of the test was 99%, and the stage I-III sensitivity across all 50 cancer types was 44%. The 
sensitivity of GRAIL’s multicancer blood test for 12 deadly cancer types was 67%. Within this group, the 
sensitivity was:

• 39% in stage I

• 69% in stage II

• 83% in stage III

• 92% in stage IV

The test also correctly identified the organ or tissue where the cancer originated in more than 90% of cases.

Update on TAPUR™ and NCI-MATCH
The Targeted Agent and Profiling Utilization Registry (TAPUR)

In 2020, positive results were reported in 3 TAPUR study cohorts of heavily pretreated patients with advanced 
colorectal cancer. In patients with BRAF V600 E–mutated colorectal cancer, cobimetinib and vemurafenib 
demonstrated antitumor activity; and in patients with an ERBB2 amplification, pertuzumab and trastuzumab 
demonstrated responses.23,24 Also, previously treated patients with colorectal cancer and a high tumor 
mutational burden saw antitumor activity with pembrolizumab.25
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“The concept of drugs being approved for a biomarker and not a tumor type has already happened with one 
or two drugs. I expect more in the future—a personalized approach.” 
                                     — Payer

Update on NCI-Molecular Analysis for Therapy Choice (NCI-MATCH)26

Researchers took an in-depth look into the tumor gene makeup of the almost 6000 participants enrolled in the 
NCI-MATCH study and found:

• 38% of patients had tumor gene abnormalities that matched to targeted therapies, although there was large 
variation among different cancer types

• Uncommon cancers had some of the highest match rates, while the rates for NSCLC, colorectal, breast, and 
prostate cancer were 17%, 14%, 18%, and 23%, respectively

• Co-occurring mutations were found in 54% patients

Oncologists, pathologists, and payers believe these trials may help in the evolution of precision medicine, 
delivering targeted therapy, and improving patient outcomes as noted in the comments below.

“Often with patients who are stage III and stage IV, the oncologists are just fishing for absolutely anything that 
they can treat these patients with. The results from TAPUR or MATCH could help narrow the search.” 
                                      — Pathologist

“These studies are important. Depending on the biomarker positivity or negativity it would direct me toward 
what therapy might be useful in that patient. I think the challenge is once I have an assay that points me 
toward a specific therapy, is that assay positive enough for me to be able to proceed with the treatment 
regarding any red tape issues with it?” 
                                            — Oncologist

The Future—Widespread Adoption of NGS to Identify Rare Pan-Tumor Biomarkers? 
There are currently 3 actionable pan-tumor biomarkers (MSI-H/dMMR, TMB, and NTRK fusion) with approved 
targeted therapies that require NGS biomarker testing to detect them. Unfortunately, these biomarkers may be 
rare in some tumor types. Questions remain for stakeholders in charge of oncology biomarker reimbursement 
and/or managing overall biomarker test budgets: 

• What is the number of actionable pan-tumor biomarkers that justifies the cost of doing NGS testing in every 
patient regardless of tumor type? 

• When will guidelines change?

• How many patients could benefit from this knowledge?

“Not all the findings from the NGS panel are actionable, but in my opinion the benefits of having this and 
the way they structure the report [linking findings to targeted therapies] far outweighs having to exclude 
whatever’s not actionable.” 
                                  — Pathologist

“I’m not sure that the cost/benefit is there right now to support widespread NGS utilization.” 
          — Pathologist
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Utilization of Gene, RNA, and Protein Expression Panels 
Emergence of Cell-Free RNA27,28

Evaluating cell-free RNA (cfRNA) in “liquid biopsy” tests is beginning to help enhance the results produced 
by analyzing just the cell-free DNA (cfDNA). Like DNA, looking at the RNA can also help diagnose cancer and 
guide treatment. Furthermore, RNA can also fill gaps that DNA fails to fill. For example, NTRK fusions with 
breakpoints with long-intron sequences are not caught by DNA-based NGS, yet RNA does capture these 
fusions.

“Liquid Biopsy” Tests—NGS Utilization for Screening and Disease Monitoring
Despite the adoption by oncologists in clinical practice, controversy surrounding the use of “liquid biopsy” 
tests for screening and disease monitoring continues. Stakeholders shared the pros and cons that they 
associate with “liquid biopsies” during the in-depth interviews, as summarized in Table 14.

Source: In-depth telephone interviews (N=5 oncologists, 5 pathologists, 5 payers).

“I wouldn’t be surprised to see in the next few years a dedicated gene therapy tied to an Oncotype DX. As the 
science moves forward, RNA panels might play a role in early-stage disease as well. Chemotherapy may 
become an antique in the next 10 years.” 
                                      — Oncologist

“No doubt these panels look promising. But, if there’s no reimbursement for it and there’s no driver for 
improving it and using it for treatment, then it is not going to be successful. There has to be a cost savings 
advantage to drive utilization.” 
                                        — Pathologist

“I might use it in the rare instance where the tissue is insufficient or I’m checking a patient several years 
down the line where the tissue is archived or I can’t get to it, and I need to offer the patient a second invasive 
biopsy. I would use the ‘liquid biopsy’ at that point.” 
                                             — Oncologist

Table 14  |  “Liquid Biopsy” Tests: Stakeholder Pros and Cons 

Pros Cons

• Noninvasive

• Solution for lack of tissue 

• At disease progression, helps avoid a second 
invasive biopsy

• Appropriate for patients where a surgical 
intervention is not being considered

• Diagnosis has been determined and EGFR status 
needs to be verified

• Ease of use (eg, during COVID-19 when tumor 
biopsies were not being done in some centers 
and/or patients did not want to come in for 
procedures)

• Limited clinical data supporting specificity and 
sensitivity 

• High false negative rate

• Limited clinical data supporting clinical utility

• Doesn’t yield the same robust information 
that a tumor biopsy does (eg, ancillary node 
involvement)
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“The big issues with ‘liquid biopsies’ are accuracy, sensitivity, and clinical utility. Some of the big panels are 
promoting it but accuracy and sensitivity, except for EGFR, have not been validated in a well-designed, 
randomized controlled trial.” 
                                                — Payer

Figure 34 highlights stakeholder opinions on “liquid biopsy” tests. Across the board, stakeholders have not 
decided if there is enough clinical evidence to incorporate “liquid biopsy” tests into routine clinical practice 
(56% of oncologists, 54% of pathologists, and 71% of payers are neutral). Only 18% of oncologists routinely 
order a “liquid biopsy” test, and 22% order it in conjunction with a tumor biopsy. Forty percent of oncologists 
strongly agree that sufficient evidence exists to incorporate circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) NGS/GSP “liquid 
biopsy” tests into routine clinical practice. Pathologists and payers strongly agree to a much lesser extent (13% 
and 12%, respectively).

Figure 34   |   Stakeholder Opinions on the Utilization of ctDNA NGS/GSP “Liquid Biopsy” Tests

30% (–12%)Su�cient evidence exists to 
incorporate ctDNA NGS/GSP 

“liquid biopsy” tests into 
routine clinical practice

I routinely order a ctDNA 
NGS/GSP “liquid biopsy” test in 
conjunction with a tumor biopsy

I routinely order a ctDNA 
NGS/GSP “liquid biopsy” test 

instead of a tumor biopsy

N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 30 payers.

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q34. With regard to next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology and genomic sequencing panels (GSPs), please indicate whether you agree or 
disagree with the following statements on a scale from 1-7.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Oncologists

Pathologists

Payers

Strongly agree Neutral Strongly disagree

22% 46% 32%

50%18% 32%

40% (+43%) 56% (–10%) 4% (–60%)

12%
(0%) 71% (+34%) 17% (–51%)

13%
(+63%) 54% (+13%) 33% (–25%)

Values in parentheses indicate percent change from 2019.

Q34. With regard to next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology and genomic sequencing panels (GSPs), please indicate whether you agree or 
 disagree with the following statements on a scale from 1-7.

“It may be useful in patients where you’re not attempting to do a surgical cure or you don’t need specific 
information like positive lymph nodes, which is becoming less important. So, where you can avoid surgery  
it makes sense in patients where they’re not going to have surgery or radiation therapy.” 
                                              — Payer

“From a coverage perspective, it does not matter to us if it is a tissue or ‘liquid biopsy.’ There aren’t many 
‘liquid biopsies’ and, obviously, there are reasons, you may not have tissue, you may want a monitor, but 
there’s no real difference in discussion of liquid versus tissue.” 
                                        — Payer
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Addressing the Knowledge Challenge and Changing Clinical Practice
The increasing number of biomarkers and rapid evolution of precision oncology is making it difficult for 
stakeholders to keep up with the latest information and data.

Provider education and training is a challenge to incorporating precision medicine in clinical care. Primary care 
physicians are increasingly being asked to interpret and explain patients’ test results.29

Oncologists also are looking for additional education. In a separate market research assessment, 70% of 
oncologists (n=13) were interested in learning more about precision oncology, specifically information on 
testing for different mutations, understanding the available targeted therapies, and integrating the therapies 
into a treatment plan.30

Figure 35 explores the areas of precision medicine that stakeholders are most interested in learning about. 
While interest exists across many topics, oncologists are most interested in NGS interpretation and “liquid 
biopsy” advances. Pathologists are highly interested in biomarker guidelines and technology. Payers have the 
highest interest in the areas of treatment advances and guidelines.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Q9C. Please indicate by tumor type the areas of precision oncology that you are most interested in learning about. Check all that apply.
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N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.
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Figure 35  |  Learning Areas of Interest in Precision Oncology

Q9C. Please indicate by tumor type the areas of precision oncology that you are most interested in learning about. Check all that apply.
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Payers making decisions for Medicare Advantage plans 
were more interested in learning about NGS interpretation for 
advanced NSCLC, hematologic malignancies, and bladder 
cancer than payers making decisions for commercial plans.

“I have to say this field is moving forward just so quickly that there’s constantly something new. Every time  
I get a report back on a panel, the appendix of mutations just keeps getting larger and larger. It’s difficult to 
keep up with it.” 
                                       — Pathologist

“NGS allows us to identify multiple markers, which gives you a better idea of what agents may or may not 
be useful. The challenge that I’ve had is that you get the report back and either the report is very difficult 
to interpret or you get a variety of positive or regular markers and you have no idea of how to interpret the 
results and where it leads you. Often I consult with our pathologist for help in interpreting the results.” 
                                        — Oncologist
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All stakeholders employ a variety of educational tools to further their knowledge of precision medicine and 
indicate the ones they personally feel are most effective (Figure 36). Oncologists consider reading and self-
study the most effective educational tool. Pathologists view case study discussions with colleagues as the 
most effective educational tool, while payers find considerable value in thought leader/expert presentations.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Q9D. What is the most e�ective way you personally use to increase your clinical knowledge and change how you work (eg, biomarker testing, targeted 
therapies and their sequencing) on a scale from 1-7?
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N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.
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Figure 36  |  Stakeholder Ratings of the E	ectiveness of Oncology Knowledge-Based Resources

Q9D. What is the most effective way you personally use to increase your clinical knowledge and change how you work (eg, biomarker testing, targeted 
 therapies and their sequencing) on a scale from 1-7?

“We’re always looking at the literature, and everybody speaks to their colleagues at other places, especially 
since there’s so many big hospital networks in our area. We’re always collaborating with each other. It’s a 
give and take of information, and we also rely on what our colleagues are doing at centers of excellence.” 
                                   — Pathologist
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Patient and Caregiver Engagement and Education
Figure 37 shows the frequency in which patients or caregivers request biomarker tests by tumor type. Forty-
four percent of oncologists report that the most frequent requests (≥76% of all patients) come from breast 
cancer patients, followed by patients with melanoma and advanced NSCLC. These requests by patients and 
caregivers likely reflect an awareness of the benefits of precision oncology and targeted therapies.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Melanoma patients

Breast cancer patients

Hematologic malignancies

Bladder cancer patients

Colon cancer patients

Advanced NSCLC patients

44%44% 12%

48%34% 18%
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69%23% 8%

54%18% 28%

N=50 oncologists.

Figure 37   |   Frequency of Patient/Caregiver Request for Biomarker Tests by Tumor Type

Frequently (≥76% of patients) Often (51% to 75% of patients) Sometimes (≤50% of patients)

Q1A. Please indicate the frequency that patients (or caregivers/advocates) request biomarker testing on the following scale, where A=never (0% of 
patients) and F=always (All, 100% of patients)?

Oncologist and pathologist hopes for the future of precision medicine include the following: 

• Test specificity and sensitivity will improve (eg, PD-L1s, “liquid biopsies”)

• The clinical utility of NGS becomes greater as more genes are identified

• New markers will be discovered for cancers with poor outcomes (eg, pancreatic cancer)

• Every reference laboratory will provide detailed test results and analyses

• Biomarkers results will be seamlessly integrated into EHR systems

• Research and data driven (eg, ability to mine real-world patient data in EHR systems)

• NGS test processing will become faster, standard of care, less expensive, and with no coverage/
reimbursement challenges attached to it

Q1A. Please indicate the frequency that patients (or caregivers/advocates) request biomarker testing on the following scale, from Never (0% of patients) 
to Always (100% of patients).
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Key Findings
• New this year, 24% of oncologists and 25% of payers report that LBMs are highly influential in support of 

utilization and/or coverage decisions 

• Oncologists and pathologists report increased utilization of NGS panels overall, and reimbursement 
concerns are negated in the instances where the third-party laboratory has taken over those responsibilities

• Many large national payers have adopted less stringent management of oncology biomarkers, including NGS 
panels, while others continue to strictly manage coverage and reimbursement of biomarker tests and panels

• In 2021, pathology is facing reimbursement cuts (estimated between 9% and 22%) from CMS4

• Reference laboratories who provide detailed analysis of each NGS panel clearly linking test results to 
treatment options are considered a best practice by oncologists and pathologists 

• While not statistically significant, 43% of community-based oncologists have had patients reviewed by 
molecular tumor boards, which is an increase of 43% from 2019

• Biomarker tests are often or frequently requested by patients and caregivers, reflecting an awareness of the 
benefits of precision oncology

• Lack of evidence-based guidelines is oncologists’ top concern this year when ordering biomarker 
tests, followed by their concern over the cost of the biomarker testing, which increased by 77% (at 95% 
confidence)

• A statistically significant increase of 129% occurred in the proportion of oncologists (32% in 2020 vs 14% 
last year) who are very aware of patients’ reimbursement and coverage for NGS/GSP tests in 2020 

• Improving survival versus current standard of care continues to be the most important influencer when 
oncologists make utilization decisions for new targeted therapies. A statistically significant increase of 67% 
was noted in the importance of the NCCN Compendium listing of off-label indications (at 95% confidence) 
for making utilization and coverage decisions 

• The NCCN Guidelines are the most important resource for oncologists and payers when making utilization 
or coverage decisions for new targeted therapies 

The following statistically significant changes (at 95% confidence) were noted in stakeholders’ biomarker 
utilization and/or coverage in 2020 versus 2019:

• Oncologist utilization of testing for the following mutations has increased in 2020 (% utilization, % increase; 
at 95% confidence): HER2 in NSCLC (76%, 73%), FGFR in bladder cancer (85%, 33%), NTRK fusion (89%, 
39%), and RET in NSCLC (80%, 40%) 

• The number of payers covering the following tests increased this year (at 95% confidence): PIK3CA in breast 
cancer (33%) and 23andMe® DTC BRCA 1/2 in breast cancer (FDA approved) (79%) 

• Other increases include (at 90% confidence) the number of payers offering coverage for the following 
biomarkers: Cologuard® for colorectal cancer detection (17%), gene expression signature panel(s) for other 
tumors (non-breast cancer) (46%), ThermoFisher Oncomine™ Dx Target Test (FDA-approved NGS/GSP) 
(40%), and NTRK fusion (23%)
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Appendix 
Table 15  |  Stakeholder Utilization/Coverage of Oncology Biomarker Tests 

Biomarker Test
Oncologists Pathologists Payers

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019
ALK in NSCLC 96% 98% 97% 96% 94% 95%

BCR-ABL in CML 88% 96% 100% 100% 80% 95%

BRAF in Melanoma 96% 100% 96% 91% 98% 95%

BRAF in NSCLC 87% 90% 90% 65% 98% 96%

BRAF V600 E/K in Melanoma 94% 92% 89% 83% 90% 93%

BRAF V600 E/K in NSCLC 85% 80% 75% 64% 93% 93%

BRCA 1/2 in Breast Cancer 91% 98% 97% 92% 98% 87%

CD33 for AML 81% 91% 88% 72% 86% 80%

cobas® EGFR ctDNA “Liquid Biopsy” (FDA approved) in NSCLC 50% 57% 27% 15% 80% 66%

Cologuard® for Colorectal Cancer Detection 47% 49% 57% 40% 91% 78%

EGFR in Colorectal Cancer 78% 74% 79% 61% 89% 91%

EGFR in NSCLC 85% 100% 97% 100% 94% 100%

FGFR in Bladder Cancer 85% 64% 50% 10% 80% 69%

FLT3 in AML 86% 96% 96% 91% 86% 84%

FoundationOne® CDx (FDA-approved NGS/GSP) 80% 84% 82% 71% 74% 66%

Gene Expression Signature Panel(s) (ie, Oncotype DX®) in Breast Cancer 82% 84% 82% 83% 78% 68%

Gene Expression Signature Panel(s) for Other Tumors (Non-Breast Cancer) 52% 45% 67% 65% 67% 46%

HER2 in Breast Cancer 94% 100% 100% 100% 98% 100%

HER2 in Esophago-gastric Adenocarcinoma 91% 83% 97% 92% 88% 88%

HER2 in NSCLC Adenocarcinoma 76% 44% 73% 46% 92% 91%

KIT D816V 73% 67% 53% 50% 54% 68%

KIT in GIST 76% 88% 93% 100% 85% 84%

KIT in Melanoma 70% 67% 77% 80% 83% 86%

KRAS in Colorectal Cancer 96% 98% 90% 100% 96% 94%

KRAS in NSCLC 79% 69% 90% 88% 92% 95%

MEK1 in NSCLC 70% 62% 37% 32% 84% 83%

MET in NSCLC 89% 78% 83% 54% 88% 90%

Microsatellite Instability High (MSI-H)/Mismatch Repair Deficient (dMMR) 83% 86% 97% 96% 69% 63%

NGS/GSP LDTs 43% 34% 26% 30% 50% 46%

NTRK Fusion 89% 64% 77% 41% 90% 73%

PDGFRB in MDS 49% 56% 71% 65% 67% 69%

PD-L1 in Melanoma 87% 84% 75% 74% 78% 91%

PD-L1 in NSCLC 92% 92% 93% 96% 81% 94%

PIK3CA in Breast Cancer 83% 71% 66% 26% 81% 61%

PIK3CA in NSCLC 55% 42% 57% 39% 73% 66%

PML-RARa in Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia 79% 78% 92% 95% 74% 81%

RET in NSCLC 80% 57% 82% 52% 86% 78%

ROS1 in NSCLC 91% 98% 86% 92% 78% 75%

ThermoFisher Oncomine™ Dx Target Test (FDA-approved NGS/GSP) 29% 19% 30% 19% 63% 45%

Tumor Mutational Burden (TMB) NGS/GSP 66% 70% 79% 63% 58% 43%

17P deletion in CLL 83% 96% 86% 85% 85% 80%

23andMe® DTC BRCA 1/2 in Breast Cancer (FDA approved) 21% 18% 0% 5% 52% 29%

5-50 Gene Solid Tumor Genomic Sequencing Panel (CPT 81445) 33% 19% 50% 40% 62% 46%

51+ Gene Solid and Hematologic Tumor Genomic Sequencing Panel (CPT 81455) 39% 30% 57% 33% 57% 38%

2019: N=50 oncologists, 25 pathologists, 50 payers.

2020: N=50 oncologists, 30 pathologists, 60 payers.

Q21. For the following list of oncology biomarkers, please indicate your current <coverage/utilization>.
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